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Abstract
This thesis is an exploration in quantum computation and modern physics. Atomic, molec-
ular, and optical (AMO) physics, a centerpiece of modern physics, originated in the 1950's
with the discovery of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), a field which has mostly been left
behind in physics. However, NMR has recently taken yet another leap: quantum computers
of up to seven qubits in size, the largest realized to-date, have been implemented by apply-
ing NMR to molecules in liquid solution. What new lessons can AMO physics learn from
these advances made by NMR into quantum computation? And what can NMR quantum
computation learn from the many advances made in recent AMO physics? In this work,
I study two specific answers to these twin questions: the use of atom-like quantum sys-
tems beyond spin-1/2 for NMR quantum computation, and the demonstration of a modern
quantum-optical phenomenon, electromagnetically induced transparency, using NMR quan-
tum computation. Both examples build on theoretical analysis, and include experimental
results, showing how atomic physics could be very useful for implementing certain quan-
tum operations and vice versa. These investigations form the basis for an atomic physics
test-bed in NMR quantum computation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Computation is an active area of thought and practice the human race has intensely pursued
to make many of its tasks in life simpler. This pursuit is clearly seen from the theoreti-
cal and technological advances made in inventing algorithms and building computational
devices. The theoretical challenges in algorithms include finding ways of solving computa-
tional problems using minimal resources such as space and time. While the technological
advances are largely due to the astonishing progress made in semiconductor physics and
integrated circuit technology. It is inferred from Moore's law that the size of the transistor
will soon reach atomic dimensions. At these extreme regimes of nature the dynamics of
these devices would be governed by quantum mechanics and hence computational processes
become quantum mechanical.
In the early 1980s Feynman [Fey82] sought to see if quantum mechanics could be useful
for fundamentally reducing the amount of resources required for computation. This remark-
able speculation turned into reality when Deutsch [Deu85] invented an algorithm that ex-
ploits quantum mechanical properties to solve a certain class of computing problems. These
first few bold steps gave birth to a totally new paradigm in computing known as quantum
computation. Quantum computing was mostly a theoretical fancy until the invention of the
celebrated Shor's algorithm [Sho94] for prime factorization, which showed that quantum
computers could exponentially outperform known classical algorithms. This was followed
by the invention of Grover's algorithm [Gro96], which can search an unsorted database
polynomially faster than classical algorithms. These inventions have led to a whirlwind
of activity in building quantum computers and construction of a new class of quantum
algorithms among physicists and computer scientists. The first experiments for building
quantum computers started with Cirac and Zoller [CZ95] showing the implementation of
quantum logic in cold trapped-ions. This lead to a flurry of other experimental proposal
for building quantum computers based on ion-traps[MMK+95], NMR [GC97], Phosphorus-
doped silicon substrates [Kan98], quantum dots [DSS98], superconducting circuits [MOL+]
and electron-spin resonance transistors [V+00]. The first experimental implementation of
quantum algorithms by NMR was proposed by Gershenfeld and Chuang [GC97] and Cory,
Fahmy, and Havel [CFH97]. Of all the above proposals, NMR has made the most progress
as nuclear spin states have long coherence times in molecules and the state of art NMR
spectrometers being the most advanced of all. To date, NMR quantum computation has
demonstrated Grover's algorithm [CGKL98, VSS+00] and Shor's algorithm [VSB+01] using
a 7-qubit quantum computer. In spite of this, higher number of quantum bits using NMR
is going to be hard to come by as obstacles like decoherence times and signal-to-noise pose
an unsurmountable challenge with the size of the molecules. It is believed that solid-state
approaches using quantum dots [DSS98] and superconducting circuits [MOL+] might be
well suited for scaling up though enormous experimental challenges need to be overcome in
these areas.
In this thesis, we explore other interesting possible schemes to extend the range of
present day NMR quantum computers. Another interesting area that we explore is the
connection between NMR quantum computing and Atomic, Molecular and Optical (AMO)
physics. AMO physics has been envisioned for many applications in storing quantum mem-
ory [HHDB99, LDBHO1, PFWL01] for long distance quantum communications. We show
that AMO phenomena can be implementing in spin systems using NMR, thus laying a
foundation for implementing AMO phenomena in NMR-based systems.
1.2 NMR Quantum Computation and AMO Physics
Almost all experimental implementations [CGK98, CGKL98, CVZ+98, JM98] so far have
used spin-1/2 systems in external magnetic fields, where the two energy states of the nuclear
spin are treated as a quantum bit. Many such coupled spin-1/2 nuclei can be treated as
multi-qubit quantum computers and have been used to realized quantum logic and algo-
rithms. As described earlier, it is hard to build bigger NMR quantum computers as the
decoherence times and signal-to-noise ratio get smaller with the size of the molecules. If
this is the case how do we extend the range of NMR quantum computers?
Higher-order systems offer some viable alternatives to spin-1/2 NMR quantum comput-
ing. Higher-order spin systems have been extensively studied because they offer intriguing
alternatives to two-level quantum systems. Some of the advantages of higher-order spins
are: certain quantum operations are significantly easier to implement in higher order spin
systems as compared to two-level systems [Fun0l] , several of them coupled together could
scale and might be well-suited for building NMR quantum computing systems containing
more quantum bits than is currently possible, it might be possible to polarize a quadrupo-
lar system to much higher levels than is currently possible with spin-1/2 systems [VLV+01]
which can improve the signal-to-noise obstacle, and it might be possible to build quantum
computers using nuclear spins without external magnetic fields [FG02).
We mainly focus on the following two topics in quantum computing: implementing
quantum algorithms using atom-like higher-order spin systems, and their characterization
by relaxation models. As we discussed above, higher-order spin systems offer some intriguing
alternatives to extend the range of NMR quantum computing [Fun0l, KSM+02]. Integrating
higher-order spins systems with regular NMR quantum computing systems might help in
taking advantage of their unique features in implementing certain quantum gates. As a step
in this direction we demonstrate the implementation of universal quantum computing on
higher-order spin systems and incorporating these universal gates to implement a two-qubit
Grover's quantum search algorithm. This is the first demonstration of a quantum algorithm
on a higher-order spin system.
It is also important to characterize the interaction of quantum systems with their envi-
ronment, since parameters like coherence times are only an indirect measure of how strong
the system-environment interaction is. These coherence time parameters finally decide on
the viability of a quantum system for quantum computation. As a step in this direction,
a model describing the relaxation processes in higher-order spins is constructed. This the-
oretical model is extensively tested by experiments on the relaxation of certain quantum
states.
Another very interesting question we address is if such higher-order spin systems can
be used to demonstrate other physical phenomena by NMR. If so what are they? Higher-
order spin systems show a very close resemblance to AMO quantum systems. One would
therefore be immediately tempted to ask if AMO phenomena can be simulated in NMR
systems? We demonstrate that this is indeed the case by experimentally implementing the
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) effect in spin systems. This forms a basis
for bridging the two seemingly distant areas of AMO physics and NMR quantum computa-
tion. Such bridges between quantum computation and other areas of physics demonstrate
that quantum computing can be a very powerful tool for gaining an intuitive understanding
physical phenomena and learning how to control them. These investigations open up a
whole new range atomic physics tests based on NMR quantum computation. This thesis
addresses the above described issues in NMR quantum computing and AMO physics.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
This thesis broadly deals with higher-order spin quantum computing and its relation to
AMO physics.
In chapter 2, we begin by introducing the notion of quantum bit and comparing quantum
and classical computations. We show the ways in which quantum computation is much more
powerful than its classical counterpart. Then, by means of describing the postulates of
quantum mechanics and some mathematical preliminaries, we show how quantum systems
can be manipulated to implement universal quantum gates.
In chapter 3, we show the use of higher-order spin systems as alternatives to spin-1/2
systems by experimentally realizing the quantum search algorithm on a spin-3/2 system.
We show this by developing techniques for universal quantum computing using higher-
order systems and then incorporating this universal set of quantum gates to implement the
required unitary transforms for the quantum search algorithm. The results are verified for
all the possible cases of a two-qubit search algorithm and experimentally reconstructing the
density matrices corresponding to the solutions to the problem. This is the first complete
implementation of a quantum algorithm on a higher-order spin systems.
In chapter 4, we study the effect of environmental interaction on higher-order spin
systems. We introduce the Lindblad formulation of decoherence in these spin systems, and
calculate the required amplitude and phase damping operators for characterizing the system-
environment interaction. We compare our formulation with simulations and experimentally
reconstructed density matrices for the relaxation of an entangled state. This model is
extensively tested in modeling the decoherence of the EIT experiment on higher-order spin
systems.
Finally, in chapter 5, we demonstrate the realization of the EIT effect in spin systems.
A spin-1 system is treated like an AMO system to experimentally realize EIT by NMR. The
transparency behavior is tested by experimentally reconstructing the evolution of the density
matrix and measuring the phase evolution of the dark state through Ramsey interferometry.
Our experiments form the basis for an AMO test-bed in NMR quantum computing.
We conclude in chapter 6 by summarizing our experiments with higher-order spin sys-
tems for quantum computing and AMO physics experiments by NMR.
My specific contributions in this thesis work:
1. In chapter 3 are: to formalize the appropriate Hamiltonians to derive the necessary
single-qubit and two-qubit operations (universal quantum gates) for a two-qubit spin-3/2
system. The derived operators were then used to realize the required unitary operators
for the two-qubit Grover's algorithm. I jointly developed density matrix reconstruction
techniques for higher-order spin systems, these techniques were used for the final read-out
of Grover's search algorithm.
This part of the thesis was a joint work with my mentor, Matthias Steffen, a final year
graduate student in the Quanta group. He introduced me to the NMR spectrometer and
taught me techniques to implement quantum algorithms on NMR spin systems. We jointly
set up the experiments and found the required pulse sequences for Grover's algorithm on a
spin-3/2 system. The C code for the framework for this work was written by Matthias; this
was not within my expertise at that time as I was new to working with the spectrometer.
As a fresh graduate student, this interaction helped me a lot in setting up experiments on
my own for the work described in chapters 4 and 5.
2. In chapter 4 are: constructing the Lindblad operators for relaxation in higher-order
spin systems. I set up experiments to test the formulation by observing the relaxation
dynamics of a spin-3/2 system. The theoretical formulation and simulations was a result
of joint work with Ben Recht, a third year graduate student in the Physics and Media group
at the Media lab. The experiments were done on my own, after gaining experience handling
the spectrometer with work done in chapter 3.
3. In chapter 5 are: developing the theory for EIT with coherent dark states by NMR.
I tested this formulation by experimentally implementing these dark states on a spin-3/2
system. The theory for EIT in strong control field limit was suggested by my advisor
Isaac Chuang and the experimental realization was done through a collaborative effort
with Hyung-Bin Son, and Matthias Steffen. Bin was an UROP student working with
Matthias and me for his bachelor's thesis in physics. The theory and experiments on
Ramsey interferometry to observe phase coherence of the NMR EIT system was a joint
work between the three of us. The simulations to estimate visibility of the EIT system
including relaxation effects were based on the Lindblad model developed in chapter 4. The
simulation model is in good agreement with experimental results for visibility. With this,
our model has undergone rigorous tests in estimating decoherence of a higher-order spin
system, thus confirming the relaxation model. The simulation code attached in appendix
D were written by Bin and me.
Chapter 2
Theory of Quantum Computation
In this chapter, we introduce the notion of quantum bits and their mathematical description.
We discuss some of the known key points that make quantum systems much more powerful
than classical computers. A systematic study of these topics provides fertile ground for
thinking of building a workable quantum computer. We introduce the language of quantum
bit manipulation which forms the basis for a quantum circuit model of algorithms that is
extremely useful as a step by step approach to working with a quantum computer.
2.1 Quantum computing vs. classical computing
Classical vs. quantum bit
A classical bit is represented by the logical binary values 0 or 1 and can be represented by
any physical system that has at least two distinguishable states. The on or off states of a
transistor, represented by voltage, or the orientation of the domains of magnetic particles
are examples of many physically measurable quantities of physical systems.
A two-level quantum system such as a spin-1/2 nucleus or a polarized photon can be
used as a quantum bit. The two distinguishable computational basis states can be labelled
as 10) and |1) to encode the logical values 0 and 1 respectively 1. In general, a quantum
system can be represented as a superposition of its basis states. This is mathematically
represented as,
1) = colo) + cill) (2.1)
'The 1) symbol denotes the quantum mechanical state of the system in the Dirac notation.
0*4 RVftWMW" 1. 1 1 90, 1W-ft"W"
where co and ci are complex numbers that satisfy the normalization condition Ico 2+ Ic1 2
1. For the sake of convenience in representing this state on the Bloch sphere, we can rewrite
the above state as,
|@) = cos(9/2)|0) + e-'sin(0/2)|1) (2.2)
The above form can be conveniently represented as a vector on the Bloch sphere as shown
in Figure 2-1. This picture is very useful in understanding the dynamics of spin systems in
the context of NMR quantum computing. Now suppose we have two qubits. The quantum
10> 10>
|1)
(a)
0>+il 1>
|1)
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Figure 2-1: (a) Bloch sphere representation of an arbitrary quantum state |@) for a single
qubit. (b) Representation of several important quantum states, ignoring the normalization
factor.
state l|0) can be written as:
1@) = coo 100) + coi 101) + cio110) + cuil11) (2.3)
where 100) is the shorthand notation for (10) | 0)), in which 0 is the symbol for tensor
product or Kronecker product, and the coefficients coo, coi, cio, cu satisfy the normalization
condition. A general two-qubit state can be compactly represented in matrix form as,
Coo
() 
= c2.4)
C1 0
LC1 1
In the same manner, an n qubit quantum state IV)) can be described as:
2"-1
|$)E= Zcili) (2.5)
i=O
where i is the decimal representation of the quantum state, and the ci satisfy the normal-
ization condition .2n-1| c 12 = 1. Describing the state of n qubits, in general, requires
2" complex numbers. An n qubit system can be in 2" states at once, thereby making it
an exponential resource for storing information. This is in sharp contrast to a string of n
classical bits that can hold only one state at once. This is our first hint of how quantum
resources outperform classical resources.
2.1.1 Quantum parallelism
Now that we have understood the superposition principle, imagine a computing device
that can take quantum states as input. Suppose we compute the function f(x) when
I x) = co0) + cill). Because quantum mechanics is linear, the function acts linearly on the
superposition of states, we obtain the following transformation:
colo) + c1|1) -> coif (0)) + cif(1)) (2.6)
Even though we applied the gate f(x) only once, it has been computed for two values, x = 0
and x = 1, at the same time. Similarly, let us consider a two-qubit input. If we prepare the
input state into the superposition,
coo00) + coil01) + cio10) + C11|11) (2.7)
then the execution of f(x) results in the output state:
coo lf (00)) + coilf(01)) + ciolf (10)) + cnlf(11)) (2.8)
Now, f has been been evaluated four times in parallel. In general, for every added input
qubit, we double the number of parallel computations. Thus, a function with n possible
input qubits, can be evaluated for all 2" input values at the same time:
2n-1 2n-1
S cxIx) -4 5 cXIf(x)) (2.9)
x=0 x=0
where x is an integer encoded by n qubits. While the number of parallel computations on
a classical computer can only grow linearly with their size,
a quantum computer can perform an exponential number of computations in
parallel.
This spectacular feature was first introduced by David Deutsch who coined the term quan-
tum parallelism [Deu85] to describe it.
As a consequence of quantum parallelism, computers which rely on qubits in a superpo-
sition would appear to be exponentially more powerful than classical computers. However,
this would only be true if we can also readout this information. Otherwise, the computa-
tion is meaningless. This brings us to understanding the measurement postulate in quantum
mechanics.
2.1.2 Measurement
Measuring a quantum system, or "looking" at it to determine in what state it currently
exists can be described as a "disturbance" which causes a system to jump to an eigenstate
of the dynamical variable that is being measured. Consider the case in which we have a
quantum system in a superposition of the basis states 10) and 11),
|) = colo) + ciii) (2.10)
Measuring this system |') in the computational basis 10) and 1), makes the system collapse
to the state 10) with probability Ico12 and to the state |1) with probability |c1| 2. As we
mentioned before, even though we have an exponential increase in resources due to quantum
parallelism, the outcome of the exponential computations is not accessible. Here is where
quantum interference comes into play. We would like to evolve our system in such a way
that unwanted terms are reduced to vanishingly small probabilities due to interference and
we are left with the solution states with high probability. This is the heart of any quantum
algorithm and we will show this when we describe Grover's algorithm in chapter 3.
2.1.3 Density Operator
Here we introduce some more important mathematical objects, that help to characterize
quantum systems completely. One such operator is the density operator. It is defined as
the outer product of the quantum state, and represented as,
p= I|0)(0I (2.11)
To get a feel for the power of this operator, let us consider a quantum statistical mixture
of states and a pure state. We can conveniently describe a mixed state by introducing the
density operator p:
p = Zpi;$i)(Oi (2.12)
where (01 is the Hermitian conjugate of 1') and E>p; = 1 with p; 0. The density
operator of a pure state is then just p = 10)(V51. The density operator has two important
characteristics:
Tr(p) = 1 (2.13)
because Tr(p) = EZpiTr(|$i)(4i) = E>pi, as any quantum system has to conserve prob-
ability. Here, Tr represents the trace of a matrix. Furthermore, the density operator is a
positive operator as (#|pl#) 0, where 1#) is any quantum state. Since a pure state has
only one eigenvalue, necessarily equal to unity, and a mixed state has at least two non-zero
eigenvalues, we can derive a very useful condition which allows us to distinguish mixed and
pure states2:
Tr(p2 ) = 1 -> when p is pure
Tr(p2 ) < 1 -> when p is mixed
A quantum system can only be in one single quantum state however. What then is the
physical representation of mixed states? A mixed state is a manifestation of the lack of
knowledge about the quantum system or an ensemble of quantum systems. For example,
all NMR quantum computers at present consist of about 1018 quantum computers acting
in parallel, yet not all of them start out in the same state, thus requiring a description
using mixed states. It will be clear later how exactly we can still do quantum computing by
NMR. With the tools we have learnt so far, we are now ready to understand the dynamics
of the time evolution of quantum systems.
2.1.4 Entanglement
For any given bipartite pure state |@AB), we can associate a number known as the Schmidt
number, which is the number of non-zero eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix PA (or
PB). In terms of the Schmidt number, we can define entanglement as: |@AB) is entangled
(or non-separable) if its Schmidt number is greater than one; otherwise the quantum state
is separable (or unentangled). Thus a separable bipartite pure state is a tensor product of
pure states,
kbAB) =)A (9 )B (2.14)
The reduced density matrices of such a quantum state, PA = kb)0kA and PB B B >
which are pure state density matrices. Hence the Schmidt number is one. Any state that
can not be expressed as such a tensor product is entangled, which means PA and pB are
mixed states.
Consider the state IOAOB+IlAl) , measuring the state of the first qubit collapses the
state of the second qubit into the exact same state as the measurement outcome on the first
qubit. It is rather non-intuitive that measurement of one system influences the state of the
2For a much more in-depth discussion about this topic, we refer the reader to [NC00a]
other system with which it is interacting! Such a state is also known as the Bell state or
EPR pair [Bel66, EPR35] Entanglement seems to be a necessary condition for speeding up
quantum algorithms.
These non-local effects make quantum information very powerful. There are two impor-
tant applications of these non-local effects. 1. Superdense coding where two bits of classical
information can be transmitted by sending one qubit which is a part of an entangled pair.
2. Teleportation is the other, where a quantum bit can be teleported using an entangled
pair and two bits of classical communication [BBC+93].
2.1.5 Unitary Evolution
Schr6dinger's equation governs the dynamics of any quantum system. The time evolution
of a system can be written as,
dl@~,(t))ih dt = XH (t)|4(t)) (2.15)
dt
where h is Planck's constant, and H is the Hamiltonian that describes the total energy of
the quantum system. When the Hamiltonian is time-independent, this equation has an easy
solution:
IV)(t)) = exp ( ) I(0)) (2.16)
The operator that evolves the initial state 10(0)) to the final state 1|0(t)) is a unitary operator
U, due to the fact that H is Hermitian.
U = exp (2.17)
Hence, U is reversible and so is quantum computing. Reversible computers have been shown
to compute without any energy dissipation. The class of universal gates for reversible
computing is a subject of its own. We refer to [Lan6l, Ben73] for more on this. The
results from reversible computing form a basis for universal quantum computing as quantum
computation is inherently reversible.
Another useful form of unitary evolution in terms of the density operator can be written
as,
p(t) = [pilOi(t))(Oi(t)| = piUlIi(0))(V@i(0)|UI = Up(O)Ut (2.18)
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These two forms of time evolution of quantum systems are to be our language of describing
the evolution of qubits and will be used often in the sections to follow.
2.2 Quantum gates
In this section, we describe a set of unitary gates with which we can construct any arbitrary
quantum circuit. We discuss the notion of universality and describe a set of universal
gates which are straightforward to implement on an NMR quantum computer. We then
show an example of decomposing a simple two-qubit unitary transform into a sequence of
universal gates. These concepts help us develop ways to perform quantum computing on
other quantum systems, which we will describe in building a working model of a higher-order
spin quantum computer in chapter 3.
2.2.1 Universal Quantum Gates
One of the most important results from classical theory of computation is that any boolean
logic circuit can be implemented from a finite set of boolean operations. This set of opera-
tions or gates is known as a universal set of gates. In classical circuits, the NAND gate is in
itself universal and so is the NOR gate.
Along similar lines, any arbitrary unitary operation can be approximated from a finite
set of quantum gates. These gates are arbitrary single qubit operations and the controlled-
NOT (CNOT) gate. We will begin constructing this universal set by describing single qubit
gates. It should be noted that this is not the only universal set of quantum gates. This set
is convenient for us in terms of implementation and hence use it as our universal basis.
2.2.2 Single qubit gates
It is convenient to describe qubits and their unitary evolution in matrix notation. For
example, a qubit in a superposition of its basis states can be written as,
|@) (2.19)
where IV)) is a column vector of two entries, co and cl which are the amplitudes of the |0)
and 1) states respectively. A single qubit unitary matrix acting on this state is simply a
2x2 matrix:
|)final = Uinitial (2.20)
For example, consider the NOT gate that takes 10) -4 1) and |1) - |0):
UNOT = 0 1 (2.21)
1 0
By applying UNOT as shown in Eq.(2.20), we get:
|)n = 0 1 co ci (2.22)
1 0 ci co
We can see that the amplitudes for the 10) and |1) states are switched, as expected. The NOT
gate is a very simple example to understand the matrix formulation of unitary evolution of
a quantum system. In general, any single qubit rotation is of the form,
U = esaR1 (#) (2.23)
where Rf1 (f3) corresponds to a rotation of the state vector [@) on the Bloch sphere in Figure
2-1 around the axis nt = (nx, ny, nz) over an angle 3, here, eia represents the overall phase
of the unitary transform. Mathematically, we can define R 1 as
Rn(#) = exp - 2t = cos(3/2) I - i sin(3/2)[no-x + nyo-y + nzz] (2.24)
where a = (o-, 0-y, o-z), with o-x, oy, az denoting the Pauli matrices and I the identity matrix:
0 1 0 -i 1 0 1 0Ux=[ ] , ],-z[ , = 1 (2.25)
1 0 i 0 0 -1 0 1
The Pauli matrices satisfy the following useful relationships:
0xy=ioz, oyoz= -x, o-zo'x = icy, o 2= o = o2 - = I (2.26)
There are three important single qubit rotations - the 1, Q and i-rotations. These are given
by:
cos(22) -i sin(22)Rj(#) = cos(f/2) I - i sin(#/2) o-. [ , (2.27)
-isin (,) cos(O)[cos(2) -sin()1Ry (#) = cos(#/2) I - i sin(#/2) a- = ,o2) (2.28)
sin(o) COS (,)
R2 (#) = cos(/3/2) I - i sin(#/2) o-z =J . (2.29)
0 e f
Note that the NOT gate can be constructed by applying Rg(18 0') up to an overall phase.
From these s, 9 and i-rotations, we can implement any rotation about an arbitrary rotation
axis, because we can write any U as:
U = e-mRz(#)Ry(-y)R(6) (2.30)
We actually do not require the ability to perform explicit i-rotation because we can generate
it from concatenating i- and Q-rotations:
Rj(3) = Rj(9 00) R (0) Rj(-900) (2.31)
where time goes from right to left (i.e. the rotation over -900 is applied first). Thus,
arbitrary - and Q-rotations are sufficient to implement any arbitrary single qubit rotation
U. One additional and important single qubit gate is the HADAMARD gate, defined as:
H = (2.32)
v'- 1 -1
This gate allows us to put a qubit starting in the |0) state into an equal superposition of the
basis states as it applies the transformation 10) , and |1) - 0" . The HADAMARD
gate can be implemented via - and Q-rotations:
H = R (180 0) R9(900 ) = Ry (900 ) R;(180') (2.33)
When we have multiple qubits, the single qubit operations can be written in the Kronecker
product notation. Below is an example of a single qubit operation on the third qubit in a
three qubit system.
R4(#) = exp -i 2 2D o exp, (2.34)
where IIX is just the shorthand notation for 1 @ I o-x and I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix.
We can describe these single qubit rotations via the quantum circuit language, first
introduced by Deutsch [Deu89] and shown in Figure 2-2. The horizontal wires denote the
individual qubits, and time goes from left to right.
U
(a) (b)
Figure 2-2: Quantum circuit representation of (a) an arbitrary single qubit rotation U, and
(b) the NOT gate.
2.2.3 Two-qubit gates
Now that we have learnt the mathematical description for single qubit operations, we only
need to describe the two-qubit CNOT (controlled-NOT) gate, and we are ready to implement
any arbitrary n-qubit operation. The truth tables for the two-qubit CNOTij are shown in
Figure 2-3 where i is the control bit and j the target bit. In other words, bit j is flipped
only if bit i is in the logical state 1 (or the quantum state |1)).
Input Output Input Output
00 00 00 00
01 01 01 11
10 11 10 10
11 10 11 01
(a) (b)
Figure 2-3: Truth tables for (a) the CNOT 1 2 gate, and (b) the CNOT21 gate.
We will derive the matrix representation of the CNOT12 gate by determining how it acts
on an arbitrary two-qubit state |@). Similar to Eq.( 2.19), |@) is now a column vector with
four entries:
coo
|@)initial = Co
C1O
Lc"1
(2.35)
Using the truth table from Figure 2-3 and applying CNOT 12 to I)), the output will be:
Coo
final Coi Ucnoi12
C11
c O
The unitary matrices for the CNOT gates are then:
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
and Ucots2 =
Coo
Coi
CiO
C11
1
0
0
0
(2.36)
(2.37)
The CNOT gate is implemented using a combination of single qubit operations and the
evolution of the coupling Hamiltonian. As an example, we consider a two spin system with
scalar or J-coupling between the spins, the unitary evolution of this interaction can be
described in the matrix form as,
Uj(t) = exp (-iirJo-z1o2t/2) =
e-i-Jt/2  0
0 e+iiJt/2
0 0
0 0
e+irJt/2 0
0 e-irJt/2
where J indicates the strength of the scalar coupling. An approximate CNOT gate can be
(2.38)
Ucnote =2
obtained by applying the following sequence of X, Y, and J evolutions,
1 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
Ucnot2 = Y2 Uj(1/2Ji 2)X 2 =
0 0 0 1 
(.9
0 0 -i 0
where, Y2 indicates a ir pulse along -Y axis. Here time goes from right to left. This unitary
transformation is an approximate CNOT gate due to the presence of additional phases. These
phases can be removed by applying z-rotations as shown below.
1 0 0 0
_0 1 0 0
Ucnoin = Z1Y 2Uj(1/2J 2 )X 2 Z 2 = (2.40)
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
This simple unitary gate requires 6 single-qubit operations and natural Hamiltonian evo-
lution to be implemented in a coupled spin-1/2 system. The speed of implementing the
single-qubit operations can be made fast by using shaped pulses. While the speed of im-
plementing the CNOT-gate in coupled spin-1/2 systems is limited by strength of J-coupling.
Hence this forms the rate limiting step of implementing the CNOT-gate. Steffen [Ste03]
and Vandersypen[Van0l] have excellent reviews of spin-1/2 quantum computing in their
respective thesis.
In contrast, as we will show in the next chapter, higher-order spin systems offer a unique
advantage in the implementation of two-qubit gates; for example, the CNOT gate requires a
single pulse, while all the CONTROLLED-z rotations take virtually no time!
We have learnt the basic principles of quantum computation and the manipulation of
quantum bits to implement both single and two-qubit quantum gates. With these tools
in hand we are now ready to do "real" quantum computing with "real" quantum systems
which is focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Higher-Order Spin Quantum
Computation
3.1 Introduction
Higher-order spin systems have been extensively studied because they offer intriguing al-
ternatives to two-level quantum systems. Some of the advantages of higher-order spins
include : 1. Certain quantum operations are significantly easier to implement in higher
order spin systems as compared to two-level systems [Fun0l]. 2. Even though a single
spin-m/2 system itself does not scale for use in quantum computation with increasing m,
several of them coupled together could scale and might be well-suited for building NMR
quantum computing systems containing more quantum bits than is currently possible. 3.
In applications to other areas of physics, higher order spin systems could be very useful for
simulating quantum optical effects [KSJC03].4. It might be possible to polarize a quadrupo-
lar system to much higher levels than is currently possible with spin-1/2 systems [VLV+01],
which could bode well for implementing efficient cooling schemes[SV99]. 5. Finally, with
the recent proposal of pure NQR quantum computing, these systems could lead to quantum
computers using nuclear spins without external magnetic fields [FG02].
All the energy levels of a higher-order spin system are equally spaced when they are
present in liquid solutions. This makes it difficult to use higher-order spin systems for
quantum computing, since manipulating individual transitions selectively is impossible.
How then can we utilize this rich multi-dimensional manifold for quantum computing? If
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there is a way, then how do we manipulate these systems for universal quantum comput-
ing? This chapter addresses these important questions of utilizing spin > 1/2 systems
for quantum computing, though in general the same applies to any multi-leveled quantum
system.
Because of these intriguing applications, higher-order systems have been studied in
much detail. This includes the demonstration of classical logic [SMRK01, KSM+02] and
the creation of pseudo-pure states for quantum computing [KFOO, KSF01, Fun0l]. These
implementations only involved classical logic operations where the phases of the energy
eigenstates are not relevant. However, phases are key components in quantum algorithms.
Recently, a continuous two-qubit Grover algorithm [EF02] was implemented, demonstrating
a quantum logic operation. This procedure however cannot be generalized to other higher-
order spin systems. Because the results did not include a full reconstruction of the final
density matrix, the performance of this implementation is not quantifiable. Furthermore,
the implementation [EF02] only tested one instance out of four possible cases of the search
algorithm.
Here, we extend these developments to test the full quantum behavior of Grover's discrete
search algorithm by implementing all the four possible search cases and by reconstructing
the full traceless deviation density matrices to quantify the algorithm's performance. This
is the first full implementation of a quantum algorithm on a higher-order spin system.
In this chapter, we develop a model for quantum computing with higher-order spin
systems by first constructing a universal set of quantum gates. We then incorporate these
gates to implement the necessary unitary transforms for the two-qubit quantum search
algorithm on a spin-3/2 system. We develop a technique to reconstruct the density matrix
of the spin-3/2 system, which we finally use to test the full behavior of the quantum search
algorithm on the spin-3/2 system. All of the techniques developed in this chapter can be
generalized to other multi-level systems and are not restricted only to spin systems.
3.2 System of qubits
Higher-order spins have an electric quadrupole moment that can couple with an external
electric field gradient in molecules or solids. The number of energy levels in a certain nucleus
is given by 21 + 1, where I is the total spin angular momentum of the nucleus. These
nuclei in liquid solutions do not directly lend themselves to liquid state NMR, since all the
energy levels are equally split in external magnetic fields. This is because fast isotropic
tumbling of molecules averages out the spatially-dependent quadrupolar interaction, and
hence such systems are equivalent to a quantum harmonic oscillator with a finite number
of energy levels. Thus, all the possible Am = ±1 transitions between pairs of energy levels
overlap, giving rise to a single transition line in the NMR spectrum. This degeneracy in
transition frequencies makes it impossible to use higher-order spins in isotropic media for
NMR quantum computing. However, what if we could introduce some other interactions
that can remove this degeneracy? If so, then what kind of interactions are these?
It is well known that electromagnetic interactions such as quadrupolar interactions split
the energy levels of spin > 1/2 nuclei in external magnetic fields unequally, thereby lifting
the degeneracy in transition frequencies. This phenomenon has been extensively studied
with spins in solids, but in such systems there are additional unwanted couplings like dipo-
lar interactions, which further complicate working with them. How then do we minimize
such effects and still retain the ability to do quantum computing by NMR? The answer lies
in some well-studied liquid crystals that have orientational order giving rise to quadrupo-
lax interaction. The Am = ±1 transitions can be selectively addressed by radio-frequency
pulses. These non-degenerate energy levels of higher-order spin systems make them attrac-
tive for quantum computing. Now let us briefly discuss the quadrupolar Hamiltonian, and
techniques to use higher-order spins for quantum computing.
3.3 Quadrupolar Interaction and NMR
The Hamiltonian for a quadrupolar system [Abr83, Sli96] can be written as:
'H e 2 qQ (312 _ I(I+ 1)) (3.1)41(21-1) z
where eq is the electric field gradient, eQ the quadrupole moment, Iz is the & angular
moment operator, and I is the spin of the nucleus (for example I = 3/2). Here, we assume
an axial symmetry of the electric field gradient, as we work with molecules of this kind in
our experiments. In the presence of external magnetic field, the energy eigenvalues of a
quadrupolar system are given by:
Em~tiO~z+ e2qQEm = -hwoIz + I2 -1) [3Iz2 - I(I + 1)] (3.2)
where Iz = i, i),... , ±I when I is half-integer. -hwoIz is the Zeeman interaction energy.
Let us now analyze the above equation in terms of its parameters. Consider the case when
Q = 0. We have 21 + 1 energy levels, and the only allowed transitions correspond to
Am = ±1. Hence all the transition frequencies overlap, resulting in only one spectral line
at wo. From the above it is clear that when Q = 0 we have equally split energy levels.
As an example, a spin-3/2 nucleus subject to a static magnetic field with non-zero
quadrupolar coupling shows three lines in the NMR spectrum. Here the energy levels are
all split by the frequency corresponding to the quadrupolar interaction strength Figure 3-1
shows the schematic energy level diagram of a spin-3/2 nucleus and Figure 3-2 plots the
thermal equilibrium spectrum of a 133Cs nucleus in a nematic-phase liquid crystal.
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Figure 3-1: Schematic energy level diagram for an I = 3/2 system with quadrupo-
lar splitting. The energy levels correspond to the spin states II = 3/2, m = -3/2),
|I = 3/2, m = -1/2), 11 = 3/2, m = 1/2), and II = 3/2, m = 3/2), and can be assigned the
logical labels 100), 101), 110), and |11) respectively.
We can re-label the four energy levels as 100), 101), 110), and 111), corresponding to the
(-3/2, -1/2, 1/2 and 3/2) spin states of the nuclei, respectively. This system now forms
a four-dimensional Hilbert space that is treated as a two-qubit system. Similar arguments
can be made for other higher order systems. With such a system in hand, we are now ready
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Figure 3-2: An NMR spectrum of a spin-3/2 system displaying the three allowed transitions:
3/2 -+ 1/2, 1/2 -* -1/2, and -1/2 -> -3/2 denoted as W12, W23 , and W34 respectively.
to work with the system as a two-qubit quantum computer.
3.4 Single and multiple-qubit gates
In this section we show the construction of a set of universal quantum gates using a spin-
3/2 system. The tools and methods developed here are very general and can be adapted to
any multi-leveled system. In earlier sections, we stated that arbitrary unitary gates can be
constructed from arbitrary single-qubit rotations and the CNOT gate. The CNOT gate can
be constructed using a controlled Z-rotation and the HADAMARD gates. These gates form
a set of universal quantum gates. We will now show techniques for their implementation.
We will begin by looking at the interaction Hamiltonians that correspond to the allowed
transitions in our spin-3/2 system. Similar to the spin-1/2 case, the Hamiltonians associated
with the three transition frequencies W12, W23, and W34 can be written as:
0 1 0 0 0 000 0000
H2- 1 0 0 0 7H3 0 0 1 0 H 4 0 0 0 0(3)H'2 = , =, 4 - 00  (3.3)
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Similarly, the operators corresponding to the D-rotation can be written as,
H12  = ilOO)(01| - il01)(00|,
H23  = il01)(10| -- ilO)(01I,
H34  = il1)(11| - ill)(10|Y l)11
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
The above operators allow us to calculate the unitary transforms generated by these Hamil-
tonian operators. By carefully concatenating the appropriate transforms, we can generate
arbitrary single qubit rotations and the CONTROLLED Z-gate, which we describe in Fig-
ure 3-3 and the sequence of operations is summarized in the same.
Two qubit spin-1/2
circuit model
Two qubit spin-3/2
transition circuit model
X ca
Xa
Xa
Two qubit spin-1/2
circuit model
Za
Two qubit spin-3/2
transition circuit model
Z 
-t/c2
-- Za -
Zc -
Figure 3-3: Illustration of how to implement a universal set of quantum gates in an I = 3/2
system. Time goes from left to right. The first and third column show qubit operations with
the horizontal lines denoting the qubits, and the subscript denoting the rotation angle in
units of 7r/2. Columns two and four show the corresponding transition selective operations
for the I = 3/2 system, where the first line denotes the transition at frequency W12, and so
forth. Single qubit Y-rotations are implemented similar to the shown X-rotations. From
these, single qubit Z-rotations can be implemented. Together with the controlled Za-gate,
arbitrary 4x4 unitary gates can be implemented.
It is interesting to note here that we can implicitly absorb the transition selective s-
rotations into the phase of future pulses [VSS+00, Fre97], and hence they require almost
no experimental effort. Since the CONTROLLED Z-gate requires only transition selective
i-rotations, it too requires effectively no experimental time. The CNOT gate requires the
application of only a single transition selective pulse on the -1/2 -- -3/2 transition with
additional i-rotations that can be absorbed implicitly. This is in stark contrast to the spin-
1/2 systems which we saw in the previous chapter. A CNOT gate required 1/(2J) seconds
of natural Hamiltonian evolution, where J is the strength of scalar coupling between the
nuclei which is a chemical structure dependent quantity. This in fact limits the speed of
computation in regular spin-1/2 systems. The speed of two-qubit gates using higher-order
spins comes at the cost of increasing the experimental time for single qubit rotations. The
fact that certain gates require far less time could be advantageous for implementing certain
algorithms faster, in comparison with spin-1/2 systems [Fun0l).
Here, we summarize some of the important two-qubit gates on a spin-3/2 system in
terms of pulse sequences,
Hi = YP(2, 2)YP(3, -1)ZP(3, 2)YP(1, 1)ZP(1, 2)YP(2, -2) (3.7)
here time goes from right to left and YP(a, b) indicates a Y pulse on transition a for a
duration b in units of E. H1 is the HADAMARD transform on qubit 1.
Similarly, the HADAMARD transform on the qubit 2 can be implemented using the
following sequence of pulses,
H2 = YP(3, 1)ZP(3, 2)YP(1, 1)ZP(1, 2) (3.8)
The CONTROLLED-z rotations can be implemented as follows,
C - Zoo = ZP(3, 3)ZP(2, -2)ZP(1, 1) (3.9)
C - Zo1 = ZP(3, -1)ZP(2, -2)ZP(1, 1) (3.10)
C - Zio = ZP(3, 1)ZP(2, -2)ZP(1, -1) (3.11)
C - Zoo = ZP(3, 1)ZP(2, -2)ZP(1, 3) (3.12)
It should be noted that the CONTROLLED-z rotations also take no experimental time as
they require transition selective z-rotations that can be absorbed as phases into the future
pulses. This unique and exciting feature is a characteristic of higher-order spin systems and
makes the two-qubit gates much faster and far easier to implement.
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3.5 Thermal population distribution and Pseudo-pure states
To use the quantum circuit model developed in the previous section, we first need to prepare
our system in the ground state. As liquid-state NMR is done at room temperature, the
molecules have a Boltzmann distribution in the populations of the spin states, so we do not
have a ground state available right away. Instead, we prepare an effective pure state that
mimics the dynamics of a pure state. [CGKL98].
At room temperature we have a Boltzmann distribution in the populations of the spin
states that is given by,
Pm oc e (3.13)
In a high-temperature, high-field approximation we can truncate the population distribution
to first order in kT, giving us the following population distribution,
PM Fc 1 - E (3.14)
From the above it is clear that the thermal population distribution of the spin system is
linear with energy. Thus the thermal deviation density matrix for a spin-3/2 system can be
written as,
-3 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0
p = EI+ (1 - E) (3.15)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 3
Here, E is the fraction of the identity element in the density matrix, I is a 4x4 identity
matrix. The thermal equilibrium state is similar to the spin-1/2 case. There exists a large
background identity population distribution, and a small deviation part represented by E.
This state can be turned into an effective-pure state via temporal labelling. Here we average
two experiments, one with the thermal state and the second with the populations of the
-1/2 and 3/2 states interchanged. This gives rise to the following effective pure density
Mob-
matrix,
-3 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0
0 -1 00 0 30 0
Pef fectivepure = P1 + P2 = ± (3.16)
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 -1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 10 0
Peffectivepure -8 + 2 (3.17)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
This density matrix represents an effective pure state that behaves exactly like a pure state.
It should be noted that the identity element does not evolve under a unitary transformation
and also cannot be measured in NMR.
We have seen techniques for initialization and manipulation of the spin system, we now
describe techniques to read out the solutions after computation. In the next section we
develop a technique for the density matrix reconstruction of higher-order spin systems.
3.6 Measurement and density matrix reconstruction tech-
niques
The observables corresponding to higher-order spin systems are the same as the spin-1/2
case, wherein only the Am = ±1 matrix elements are observable. While in the spin-1/2
case, our observables are (-io. - o4), and we here have (-iHi - H,) as the observable. So
that for I = 3/2 we have three observables:
01 oc Tr(p(-iHx2 - H12)) (3.18)
02 oc Tr(p(-iH 3 - Hy3)) (3.19)
03 oc Tr(p(-iH34 - H 4)) (3.20)
where p is the density operator before measurement. In order to do quantum state tomogra-
phy, we simply apply a series of unitary operations that allow us to observe different terms
of the density matrix. It should be noted that the Zeeman and quadrupolar evolution can
be ignored in the rotating frame for each of the individual transitions.
The following Table 3.1 summarizes the required operations to map out all the elements
of the 4x4 density matrix that describes the spin-3/2 system. With the techniques described
Operation 01 02 03
I P21 P32 P43
e-iH2 1r/4 Im(p 22 - p1)/ 2  n/a n/a
e-iH3 7r/4 n/a Im = 0.5(P33 - P22) n/a
e-iH 47r/4 n/a n/a Im = 0.5(p44 - P33)
e-iH3hr/2 -ip31 n/a iP42
e-iH3 -hr/2 e-iH 47r/2 ip41 n/a n/a
Table 3.1: Summary of the density matrix reconstruction procedure
so far, which include universal quantum gates and density matrix reconstruction techniques,
we are now ready to implement the quantum search algorithm.
3.7 Grover's algorithm speeds up unstructured search
Here, we describe the quantum search algorithm that we implement using a spin-3/2 system.
In 1996, Grover invented the quantum search algorithm that can solve the unstructured
search problem polynomially faster than the best possible classical algorithm [Gro96, Gro97].
The classic example of an unstructured search problem is finding a particular number in an
unsorted array of numbers. Classically, we solve this problem by feeding the numbers one
by one into the classical computer until we find the particular input that satisfies the search
condition. This procedure requires, on an average, [N(N + 1)/2 - 1]/N e N/2 function
calls, where N is the size of the array. Thus, the problem scales as O(N). This is also the
most efficient procedure for classical unstructured searches.
The problem that Grover considered can be understood as follows. Suppose we are given
a black box f with n inputs and one output. The oracle returns f(x) = 0 for all inputs x
except for one special zooution for which it returns f (zoogtion) = 1. Given that all we are
allowed to do is to query the oracle using several inputs, the task is to determine the special
element Xsoltsion using the minimum number of queries.
The technique that Grover suggests is based on quantum superposition and interference
phenomena. Here all the possible inputs to the problem are put into an equal superposition
of quantum states. This equal superposition of states forms the input to the oracle. Grover
showed that one can use this superposition in combination with additional unitary gates
to solve the unstructured search problem. These unitary transforms, basically create a
quantum interference between the inputs states such that the wrong solutions destructively
interfere, while the correct solutions constructively interfere and we are left with the correct
solutions with very high probability. This algorithm is polynomially faster, in time O(VN),
than best classical search algorithms.
3.7.1 Grover's algorithm: quantum circuit description
We begin by initializing n qubits to the state:
|@o) = 10) (3.21)
We next apply HADAMARD transforms on all n qubits so the state transforms to:
2n-)= ) (3.22)
E 2n
x=O
We now apply the following subroutine [7rv/4] times:
1. Apply the oracle function call f(x) such that |x) - (-1 )x). This step flips the
phase of the term Ixo).
2. Apply HADAMARD transformations on all qubits again, followed by flipping the phase
of only the 10) element, i.e. lx) '-+ |x) except for x = 0 in which case 10) F-4 -10).
3. Finally apply another HADAMARD transformation on all n qubits.
The application of f(x) is often simply called a phase flip. The second step consisting
of two HADAMARD transformations on all qubits, and the phase inversion of the 10) element
is also referred to as inversion about the average, because it flips the amplitude of each
element about the average value of all amplitudes. After applying the subroutine (phase
flip and inversion about average) [7rVN/4] times, where N = 2", the qubits will be in the
state Ixsoaution) with very high probability.
The steps of this algorithm can be understood much more clearly as shown in Figure
3-4.
The two steps (the phase flip or oracle call and inversion about average) are called the
Grover iteration. Initially, all of the amplitudes are equal, but with each added Grover
00 01 10 11
equal superposition
of all 4 terms
average oracle function call
------ __----------------_(phase flip of the 10 element)
inversion about average
Figure 3-4: Pictorial description of Grover's algorithm using inversion about the average
principle. Here, the vertical lines labeled as 100), 101), 10), and 11) indicate the probability
amplitudes of the respective states. The solution to the problem, in this case involving four
elements is found in one iteration as seen in the figure.
iteration, the amplitude of the solution element |xo) is amplified, while the amplitudes of
all remaining terms are reduced. This process continues up to the maximum value of the
amplitude of |xo), and is periodic in the sense that the probability of picking the solutions
oscillates from a high to low values with the number of iterations.
We have translated the required Grover operations for implementing the two-qubit
search problem into the transition circuit model of the spin-3/2 system. A typical pulse
sequence is shown in Figure 3-6.
3.8 Bloch-Siegert shifts
It is clear from our discussion so far that phases are one of the most important components
that need to be taken care of in implementing quantum algorithms. What we have described
in all the previous sections is the ideal case scenario, wherein we are able to apply the ideal
operators to the quantum systems. This is, however not the situation we come across in
real experiments. One such phenomenon is phase errors due to off-resonance excitation.
Consider the case of a two spin-1/2 system. When we apply a pulse on resonance with one
of the spins, the other spin-1/2 sees this excitation as an off-resonance pulse which rotates
it around an axis between the x - y plane and the z-axis. The farther the off-resonance
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Transition -3/2 -> -1/2 Z(3) Z(1)
Transition 1/2-> -1/2 H Z(-2 Z(-2 H Solution
Transition 3/2-> 1/2
Z(1) Z(3)
Transition -3/2 -> -1/2
Z(2) Y(1) Z(2) Y(1)'
Transition 1/2-> -1/2 
-- H
Transition 3/2-> 1/2
H1 H2
Figure 3-5: A transition circuit model of a particular instance of Grover's algorithm. Here,
Z(x) indicates Z for duration x in units of ir/2, H indicates a HADAMARD transform on
both the qubits, that is implemented by the sequence of pulses shown described in equation
3.10 and 3.11. The transition circuit of the HADAMARD gate is shown as a concatenation
of Hi and H2, HADAMARD gates on the first and second qubit respectively.
excitation, the closer is the rotation axis to the z-axis. So no matter how perfectly we excite
one of the spins, the other spin will undergo a rotation about the z-axis, and this gives rise
to phase errors [EB90, SVCOO]. Similar is the case with a higher-order spin system, exciting
one transition gives rise to unwanted phases on other levels of the system. This phase needs
to be compensated for, if one wants to use them for quantum computing.
We first analyze the Bloch-Siegert shift for coupled spin-1/2 systems. We then extend
the same to a spin-3/2 system. Mathematically, we can calculate the Bloch-Siegert shift
due to arbitrarily amplitude modulated radiation (or a shaped pulse) for a spin-1/2 system
as follows. The evolution is approximated as a sequence of time slices, each consisting of
a Hamiltonian of a constant phase and amplitude. The unitary operator describing the
evolution of the spin during a single slice k due to a shaped pulse at frequency wrf is given
by:
Uk = ei rfkAtk/h (3.23)
where tk is the length of the slice, and lHrf,k is the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the
... 
. .
Figure 3-6: Typical pulse sequences based on the transition circuit model of the spin-3/2
system for a Grover iteration. Here gauss.RF indicates Gaussian shaped pulses of duration
720ps duration. Tx, Dec, and Dec2, denotes the RF channels used for manipulating -3/2 -+
-1/2, -1/2 -- 1/2, and 1/2 -+ 3/2 transitions, respectively. dl denotes the delay before
the pulse sequence starts, typically used to have a delay between experiments. The decaying
sine wave of 500 ms indicates the acquisition period.
spin:
irf,k = rtW1,k[cos(kk)c7 /2 + sin(Ok)oy /2 (3.24)
where W1,k is the RF field strength, and #k is the sum of two terms: one is the phase
appropriate to the pulse shape (usually 0' or 1800), and the other is a term linearly varying
with time at a rate Wrf - wo divided by the pulse length (in the frame of the spin, the pulse
rotates at frequency Wrf - wo). The total unitary operator for slices 1 through k is given
by:
k
UT,k = flU, (3.25)
l=1
The i-rotation, or Bloch-Siegert shift acquired by the spin during the first k slices is given
by:
OBS,k = arg[UT,k(1, 1)] - arg[UT,k(2, 2)] (3.26)
where (1, 1) and (2, 2) denote the matrix elements of UT,k. By definition, the phase acquired
in the first slice is #BSO = 0. The phase shift goes to zero as Wrf - Wo times the pulse width
goes to infinity. Hence when one tries to minimize the pulse width, which is the case with
respect to coherence times, and when the frequency separation is small, as is the case for
most higher-order spin systems, the Bloch-Siegert shifts can be the most dominant source
of errors. It is therefore critical to generalize this effect to multi-level systems and to
compensate for it.
As we saw before, the Hamiltonians associated with the transition at frequency wi2 (see
Figure 3-2) are given by H12 = |00)(01| + 101)(001 and H12 = ilOl)(00| - il00)(01|. The
Hamiltonians associated with the other two transitions take a similar form. We can now
calculate the Hamiltonian of a spin-3/2 system due to a shaped pulse applied at Wrf by
modifying Eq. (3.24):
'Hrf,k = h1,k[cos(#1)Hx2/2 + sin(#k1)HY /2 + cos(#k2)H 3/2 +
sin(#k2 )HY /2+cos(#k3)Hx /2+ sin(#k3)HY /2] (3.27)
where wi,k is the RF field strength as before. The phase #ki is the sum of the phase of the
pulse and of the linearly varying term with a rate wrf - w12 divided by the pulse length.
The phases #k2 and #0s can be calculated in a similar fashion. Based on Eq. (3.29), we can
calculate the resulting unitary matrix and thus the phase or Bloch-Siegert shifts between
successive energy levels. We note that a pulse on-resonance with one of the transitions will
induce a phase shift in all other transitions.
But how do we compensate for these undesired phase shifts? This is an important
question since phase shifts can result in significant errors if not compensated. Theoret-
ically, the phase shifts can be compensated by applying transition selective i-rotations.
Experimentally, these have to be implemented via 2 and y-rotations, which in turn induce
Bloch-Siegert shifts on the other transition. Hence this approach is not very practical. A
better approach is to absorb the phase shifts into the phase of future pulses, similar to
the approach used in previous experiments using spin-1/2 systems [VSB+01]. This method
works because changing the phase of subsequent pulses effectively changes the phase of the
rotating frame which is equivalent to implementing i-rotations. However, for multi-level
systems one may have to adjust the phase of subsequent pulses by different amounts for the
different transition selective pulses.
Suppose our goal is to apply a selective 2-rotation on the first transition, resulting
in the unitary transform with diagonal entries [e-ia/2 , eta/2, 1, 1]. In order to achieve
this transform, we have to change not just the phase of subsequent pulses on the first
transition by a but also the phase of subsequent pulses on the second transition by -a/2.
All the transition-selective i-rotations can be implemented in this manner, and hence we
can compensate all the Bloch-Siegert shifts. The detailed simulation code is described in
appendix A. In the experiment we describe in section 3.9, we have taken care of the above
discussed phase compensation due to the Bloch-Siegert shift by calculating the phase error
due to each pulse and absorbing it into the future pulses as additional phases.
3.9 Experimental realization of a two-qubit quantum search
algorithm using higher-order spin systems
We implemented the sequence of transition-selective pulses at MIT using a Varian Unity In-
ova 11.7 Tesla spectrometer with a Varian H-X probe. The system we use for our implemen-
tation is an I = 7/2 Cesium nucleus oriented in a nematic liquid crystal phase. The sample
was prepared by mixing 50% by weight each of cesium pentadecafluorooctanoate[BJS93]
and D20. 133Cs is an eight level system with a Larmor frequency of 65MHz at 11, 7 Tesla.
We use the central four energy levels corresponding to Iz = (-3/2, -1/2, 1/2, 3/2), forming
a spin-3/2 subsystem as shown in the Figure 3-2. We chose these energy levels since they
have the longest coherence times. These energy levels are selectively manipulated using
their respective transition frequencies. The experiments were performed at a temperature
of 27'C representing the best trade-off between lineshapes, decoherence times and energy
level splittings. The linewidths ranged from 3 to 11 Hz for the three transitions with the
central transition being the narrowest. The longitudinal coherence times of these transitions
were measured using the inversion recovery method, and are Ti = 60 - 70ms for transition
1 and 3, and T = 120 ms for transition 2. The transverse coherence times (measured using
modified Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill [CP54, MG58] spin echo sequence) T2 were roughly
equal to the measured T times. Gaussian shaped pulses of duration 720ps were used for
high selectivity in the transition pulses. The splitting between the energy levels is about
7.5kHz.
The detailed pulse sequence implementing the necessary unitary transforms for all the
four possible test cases the two-qubit Grover's search algorithm is given in appendix B. The
framework for implementing the pulse sequence is given in appendix B, section B.1. The
final read-out consists of the deviation density matrix reconstruction which consists of a
series of experiments to convert all the elements of the density matrix into single quantum
coherences that are observable by NMR.
Upon completion of the experiments, the full deviation density matrices were recon-
structed as shown in Figure 3-7. Ideally we expect the density matrix to be equal to
p = Ixo) (X0 1, where x0 corresponds to the solution of the problem. We can clearly identify
x0 from the plots for all four cases, yet there is a slight deviation from the ideally expected
results. The biggest error element in the density matrix is about 15 percent. Based on
additional control experiments, we believe these deviations can be mostly attributed to
decoherence effects and RF inhomogeneity in the coils.
01 01
0 00
1 011 00
Figure 3-7: Plot of the absolute value of the traceless deviation density matrices for zo = 3,
= 2, xo = 1 and zo = 0. For visual clarity, each plot has been adjusted such that the
minimum diagonal value equals zero.
3.10 Summary
The major point to take away from this chapter is that multi-level systems can be ad-
vantageous in many ways for quantum computing. We have shown the construction of a
universal set of gates based on a spin-3/2 system. These gates were then incorporated to
implement the required unitary operations for the quantum search algorithm. Our results
clearly suggest that higher-order spin systems have many advantages over conventional
spin-1/2 systems. Such systems in conjunction with regular spin-1/2 systems could well be
exploited for NMR quantum computation.
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Chapter 4
Relaxation Dynamics of
Higher-Order Spin Systems
4.1 Introduction
The study of the dynamics of quantum systems is extremely important for their use in
quantum computing. As real quantum systems interact with their environment, relaxation
and dephasing effects are introduced into their dynamics. In this chapter we build a model
to characterize the system-environment interaction of higher-order spin systems using semi-
group techniques. We discuss the nature of the semi-group terms, how they arise and how
they can be applied to describe the relaxation dynamics of higher-order spin systems.
The solution to the Schr6dinger equation offers a complete dynamical picture of an iso-
lated quantum system. When these systems interact with their environment, the description
of the state evolution of the system requires the inclusion of their interaction properties for
a complete description of the quantum system dynamics. Density matrix methods offer
a solution to this problem, as projecting the complete density matrix of a quantum-plus-
environment system onto the quantum subsystem permits a description of its evolution. It
is important to study such dynamics, especially for quantum computing, as "real" systems
continuously interact with their environment [CLSZ95, Unr95]. Such a study helps us better
understand real quantum information processing systems [GC97, CFH97].
We discuss a technique based on quantum dynamical semi-groups [Lin76, Dav76, GZOO,
Rec02] to describe the time evolution of the system including its interaction with its en-
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vironment. This method is mathematically rigorous [Dav76], though the key point of the
technique is based on the complete-positivity of the linear operators describing the time
evolution of the density operator [NC00a]. A nice feature of this technique is that any dy-
namical quantum system interacting with its environment can be described via the density
operator formalism. This technique produces definite equations of motion of the density
matrix that completely describe the system. In this chapter, we demonstrate the utility
of semi-group analysis for the relaxation and dissipation of quantum mechanical systems.
In particular, we study the relaxation dynamics of higher-order spin systems through the
Lindblad formulation of the system-environment interaction. This formulation is tested by
studying the relaxation dynamics of an entangled state of a spin-3/2 system. The same
model will be tested much more rigorously in chapter 5, section 5.5, to estimate the effects
of relaxation on the phase coherence of an NMR EIT system. The relaxation model that
we develop in this chapter becomes the key to model the experimental results obtained in
section 5.5, since the experimental time to implement the corresponding pulse sequence is
significant when compared to the relaxation times of the spin system.
4.2 The Lindblad Equation
We now describe the derivation of the Lindblad equation. Consider a quantum process (
which satisfies,
= (4.1)
here, the subscripts denote the amount of time ( is active for. A quantum process (t(p)
is defined as (t(p) = Ek Ek(t)pE (t) such that Ek Ek(t)Et(t) = I for all t, here I is the
identity operator. The dynamics of such a system would be Markovian, that is, if the
operation acts for a time s and followed by another active period t, then the net evolution
is equivalent to the operation acting for a time t + s. A map satisfying Eq. ( 4.1) is called
a quantum dynamical semi-group. It is only "semi" because the inverses of the maps dt are
not necessarily defined [AL87].
Just as in the case of unitary dynamics, a quantum dynamical semi-group is completely
characterized by its generator, or its derivative at t = 0. This is because the maps ( are
linear, and hence, there exists a linear map L satisfying (t = exp(LT) [AL87]. The generator
must satisfy,
=t(p) - Lt(p) (4.2)
dt
which is the Lindblad equation. This equation requires the operators to satisfy certain
properties which will be discussed in the following section. This equation can be rewritten
as,
Lp = dp (4.3)dt
= [H, p] - ((L Lkp + pLt Lk - 2LkpLt) (4.4)
k
Here, the Lindblad operators (Lks) must satisfy the complete-positivity condition.
4.2.1 Complete-positivity of Lindblad operators
Let us try and understand the complete-positivity requirement of the Lindblad operators
describing the evolution of a quantum system. Consider a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC)
as a simple case to understand the meaning of positivity,
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of a classical binary symmetric channel (BSC).
Suppose the initial probabilities of the bit being in state 0 and 1 are po and Pi, respec-
tively. Let go and qi be the corresponding probabilities after interaction of the BSC with
the environment. We can describe such a system-environment evolution in terms of the
following equation,
P
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which can be compactly written as,
q = EjT (4.6)
where E is the transition matrix. Let us now look at the properties of this matrix. We
require that j be a valid probability distribution, in which case EFp should also be a valid
probability distribution. This gives rise to two conditions on E. The first one requires that
the entries of E be non-negative, a condition known as the positivity requirement. This
arises from the fact that probabilities cannot be negative. The second requirement is that
the sum of each of the columns of E must be one, a condition known as completeness. This
is because the probabilities of any given distribution must sum to one. But this definition
of completeness is for classical operators, we next define the meaning of completeness for a
quantum operators.
When we have a quantum operation ( acting on a quantum system Q,, it must not
affect systems that are coupled to Q,. That is, the map pi 0 P2 -+ (Pi) 0 P2 is such
that the final state ((Pi) 0 P2 is still a valid density matrix. This class of operators which
preserve both the tensor product structure and the positivity of density matrices are known
as complete - positive operators.
Now that we understand the meaning of complete-positivity of the Lindblad operators
and also assuming that the environmental processes are Markovian, we are ready to derive
the Lindblad operators for higher-order spin systems.
Derivation of Lindblad equation
It is interesting to note that we can arrive at Lindblad equation as an approximation of
the system-environment evolution through the interaction Hamiltonian evolution. Given a
system environment interaction Hamiltonian Hint, we can expand the unitary dynamics to
second order as follows,
Ut(ps 0 PE)Ut = exp(-iHintt)(ps 0 PE) exp(iHintt) (4.7)
= (1 - iHintt + 1Htt2)(Ps 0PE)(1+ iHintt + 1Htt2) (4.8)
Ps 9 PE - i [Hint, Ps g PE] t +
1 1
H s ps PE - -Ps pE(H9 t + t (4.9)2 in ~2 Hn itsi
Tracing out the environment, leads to the first-order terms that are known as the Lamb
shifts, while tracing out the second order terms recovers the full Lindblad equation. This
derivation of the Lindblad equation is physically intuitive, in that if we know the specific
mode of interaction between the environment and the system, this form of the Lindblad
formulation is easier to work with.
Lindblad formulation for an atom-photon interaction
Let us now consider an example of a two-level system to better understand the Lindblad
equation. The natural Hamiltonian of such a system can be written as H = -hwoa/2, where
hw is the energy difference between the two levels. Assuming that the two-level system to
be an atom, spontaneous emission causes an atom in the excited state |1) to drop down
to the ground state 10), thus emitting a photon in the process. This emission is described
by the Lindblad operator 0a-, where o_ is the lowering operator, and y is the rate of
spontaneous emission. Similarly, when the atom is in the ground state 10), it absorbs a
photon to go into the excited state 1). This process of absorption is described by Na+,
where 0 is the rate of absorption and a+ is the raising operator. The Lindblad equation
of a such an atom-photon interaction can be written as,
i = [H, p] - (J+-p + pa+u- - 2o-po+) (4.10)dt2
This operator formalism for a two-level system forms the basis for the rest of the chapter.
In a similar manner, we are now ready to formulate the Lindblad equation for higher-order
spin systems.
4.3 Lindblad formulation for higher-order spins
4.3.1 Theory of deriving the Lindblad operators for higher-order spins
systems
In the simplest terms, the natural Hamiltonian of a higher-order spin system in the presence
of quadrupolar interaction may be written as (see section 3.3),
H =E + e 2 q (3I -I(I+ 1)) (4.11)41(21-1) z
61
where eq is the electric field gradient, eQ the quadrupole moment and Iz is the spin angular
momentum state, while I is the total spin of the system. Due to restrictions arising out
of selection rules, only transitions between two adjacent spin states can occur. Hence, the
NMR spectrum of a four level spin-3/2 has three distinct transitions as shown in Figure 4-2
(this figure was shown in chapter 3, we repeat it here for the sake of clarity in discussing the
Lindblad operators for the transitions). We now describe methods to derive the Lindblad
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Figure 4-2: (a) Schematic energy level diagram for an I = 3/2 system with quadrupolar
splitting. The energy levels correspond to the spin states II = 3/2, m = 3/2), |I = 3/2, m =
1/2), |I = 3/2, m = -1/2), and |I = 3/2, m = -3/2), and can be assigned the logical labels
00, 01, 10, and 11. (b) Thermal spectrum of Cs 1 3 3 displaying the three allowed transitions.
operators that govern the dynamics of a spin-3/2 system. From our discussion in chapter
3, the dynamics of any particular transition is equivalent to a two-level system dynamics
[VP77], though the collective dynamics of these systems can be very different from a two-
level system. Hence, finding the operators for every transition is equivalent to finding the
operators for a two-level system, given the rate of transition from the higher excited state
to the lower state, and the equilibrium population distribution of the spin states.
Let us consider an example of a transition from -1/2 to -3/2 state. The raising and
lowering operators for this transition can be written as,
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
= 1 0 0 0 0 Yi3  0000 (412
L+ 1/2-.-3/2 = 11,L3/2-+-1/2 =7101 (4.12)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
The states are labelled as 100), 101), 10), and 111), from left to right. Here -y1 is the rate
of relaxation from -3/2 to the -1/2 spin state. The Lindblad operator for the transition
under consideration can be written as Lo = 71[a1L 2 -3 /2 + 1L3 2-1/2]. The full Lindblad
equation in terms of this operator can written as,
id = [H, p] - -(LtLop+ pLtLo - 2LopLt) (4.13)dt 2 4 p L L 0
Substituting for p = Peq in the above equation results in the dissipative part of the Hamil-
tonian to be zero. Thus, setting the dissipative part of the Hamiltonian to zero gives rise
to,
(Lf Lo peg + pegLtLo - 2LopeqL) = 0 (4.14)
where,
-3 0 0 0
pg= 0 -1 0 0 (.5Peq 0 (4.15)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 3
in a high-temperature and high-field approximation. The constants a1 and 31 in Eq.( 4.12),
can be obtained by substituting Peq into Eq.( 4.14). Given the condition in Eq.( 4.14) and
if we can find the rates of relaxation of the individual transitions, the Lindblad operators
for each of the transitions follow immediately. But how do we find the rate of relaxation
y1? Fortunately for us, the relaxation time constants for the transition can be determined
experimentally. This is described in the following section.
4.3.2 Methods to obtain the relaxation time constants
From the analysis in section 4.3.1, substituting peq into Eq.( 4.14), we find that ai =
4/3#1. Setting 31 = 1 gives ai = V4_/. Similarly, we find the constants a and # for the
rest of the transitions as, a2 = V/#232, and as = \ /ZI#33. Setting #2 = 33 = 1, we obtain
a2 = 3/2 and a 3 = 2/1.
The rate of relaxation, 71 is given by -1 = 1/ T(1i). Here, Tr,s stands for Tr relax-
ation constant of the s transition. So, -y1 can be found experimentally by measuring the
------ - ----- --
longitudinal relaxation time T(1,1) of the -3/2 -- -1/2 transition. T(,1) is obtained by
performing the following nutation experiment: apply a 7r pulse to the transition of interest
with careful calibration of the shape and length of the transition selective pulse (similar
to the experiments describe in section 3.9). A delay r is introduced after this pulse, fol-
lowed by a transition selective ir/2 pulse. The Fourier transform of the free induction decay
(FID) of the signal is observed as a function of the delay T. The zero crossing or the time
corresponding to the FID reaching zero signal value corresponds to,
S = So(1 - 2e--/T')= 0 (4.16)
where S is the signal corresponding the FID at time r, and So is the signal at -r = 0. From
Eq.( 4.16), we find that Ti = '. Using the above procedure, we find the relaxation times
of all the transitions of the spin-3/2 system as : T1,1) - 50 - 60ms for the -3/2 -* -1/2
transition, T(1,2) ~ 100 - 110ms for the -1/2 -> 1/2 transition, and T(1,3) ~ 50 - 60ms for
the 1/2 -+ 3/2 transition. From these experimentally found relaxation time constants, we
find all the constants required to construct the Lindblad operators for each of the transitions.
The above formulation is essentially a procedure to obtain pure amplitude damping Lindblad
operators. The Lindblad operators derived can be found in appendix C.
4.3.3 Phase damping operators
We now obtain phase damping operators for each of the transitions. The phase damping
operator for -3/2 -+ -1/2 transition can be written as,
1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0
P-1/2--3/2 = F1 (4.17)
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
(4.18)
where, F1 is the rate of phase relaxation of the -1/2 -+ -3/2 transition. This quantity is
defined as,
1 =1(4.19)FT(2,1) T(1, 1)
If we can find the T(2,1) time constant, then the operator P-1/2-3/2 immediately follows.
The experimental procedure for obtaining the T2 relaxation times for a transition is the
following. First apply a selective (7r/2), pulse on the transition of interest by carefully
calibrating the shape and length of the pulse for selective excitation (see section 3.9). Here,
x indicates the axis of rotation. This pulse is followed by introducing a delay -1 , followed
by a (7r), pulse and another delay T2. This pulse sequence is a modified spin-echo sequence ,
introduced by Carr and Purcell [CP54] and Meiboom and Gill [MG58], that has the effect of
reducing the RF inhomogeneity effects to the first order. The Fourier transform of the FID
signal corresponding to the transition is observed as function of -r2. The time corresponding
to the decay of this signal reaching 1/e of its value at T2 = 0 corresponds to the T2 relaxation
constant of the transition. With this procedure we can find the T2 relaxation times for all
the transitions respectively.
The phase relaxation parameters for other transitions are,
r2 = (4.20)
' T( 2,2) T(1,2)
r3 = (4.21)
1 T(2,3) T(1, 3)
From our experiments we find that the T2 relaxation time constants to be almost equal to the
respective relaxation time constants T1 for the transitions. In other words, T(2,1) ~ 50-60ms
for the -3/2 -> -1/2 transition, T(2,2) e 100 - 110ms for the -1/2 -+ 1/2 transition, and
T(2,3) ~ 50 - 60ms for the 1/2 -> 3/2 transition.
The Lindblad operators can be directly found from the above formulation as we have
described the procedure for calculating the respective constants and relaxation rates asso-
ciated with them. The operators for the spin-3/2 system are described in appendix C. We
are test our formulation of the Lindblad equation for higher-order spin systems by com-
paring the experiments and simulations describing the relaxation dynamics of an entangled
state.
4.4 Experimental realization of relaxation dynamics of an
entangled state
We begin this section by describing the circuit used to obtain an entangled state. We start
10> - H N
100> + II>
10>
Figure 4-3: Schematic showing a quantum circuit used to create an entangled state.
in an effective pure state 10102) obtained by temporal labeling described in section 3.5. We
apply a HADAMARD gate on the first qubit followed by a CNOT gate with the first qubit as
the control and the second qubit as the target. The result is an entangled state 100)+111
The techniques required to implement this experimentally have been discussed in chapter
3. A concatenation of gates from the universal set of quantum gates developed in section
3.4 is used to realize HADAMARD and CNOT to create an entangled state. The quantum
circuit implementing the above is shown in the Figure 4-3.
We now simulation the dynamics of an entangled state using the Lindblad equation. The
detailed simulation code is attached in appendix C. This simulation mimics the experimen-
tal situation, wherein it takes in two input density matrices (as described in section 3.5) for
creating an effective pure state through temporal labeling. The simulation runs through the
pulse sequence for both the input density matrices and averages the results. The relaxation
dynamics are introduced through the Lindblad operators and solving the differential equa-
tion (Eq.( 4.1)) by Euler's method gives us the output density matrix including relaxation
effects. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4-4.
The experimental details for implementing the pulse sequence of the entangled state on
a spin-3/2 system are similar to those described in section 3.9. Gaussian shaped pulses of
duration 620 ms were used to implement the required x and y pulses. The relaxation dy-
namics of the entangled state was observed by experimentally reconstructing the deviation
density matrix (see section 3.5) of this state. The times, indicated on top of each deviation
density matrix, in the Figure 4-5 correspond to the delay introduced after the creation of
the entangled state to let the system relax. After letting the system relax for the corre-
sponding time the deviation density matrix of the spin-3/2 is experimentally reconstructed.
Experiments were performed for this delay ranging from 0 to 100 ms ~ longest T as shown
in the Figure 4-5.
As we see from the results presented in Figures 4-5 and 4-4, the simulations qualitatively
agree with the experimental results, thus confirming our formulation of the Lindblad equa-
tion for higher-order spin systems. This model is much more rigorously tested in estimating
the relaxation effects in the EIT experiments to be described in chapter 5.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have seen the formulation of the Lindblad equation to describe the
relaxation dynamics of higher-order spin systems. Our model was tested by comparing the
evolution of the entangled state with simulations based on the Lindblad formulation. Our
formalism qualitatively matches the experimental results.
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Figure 4-4: Simulations of the relaxation dynamics of an entangled state based on the
Lindblad equation. Each plot shows the absolute value of the traceless deviation density
matrix adjusted by an identity element such that the smallest element along the diagonal
is zero. Here time goes from left to right.
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Figure 4-5: Snapshots of experimentally reconstructed dynamics of the density matrix evo-
lution of the entangled state. It is clear how the system evolves from the point it is prepared
to a time corresponding to the maximum of the Ti relaxation times. We clearly see the pop-
ulation distribution approaching the thermal equilibrium distribution rhoeq (see Eq.( 4.15).
Here the labels 1, 2, 3, and 4 stand for |00), 101), 10), and 11) respectively. Time goes
from left to right.
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Chapter 5
Electromagnetically Induced
Transparency by NMR
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been a tremendous growth in developing quantum systems to
harness the power of quantum computation [Deu85, Sho94] and communications [BBM92,
Ben92]. While NMR-based systems have taken the lead in realizing quantum computers
[GC97, CFH97, CGK98, CGKL98, VSB+01], AMO physics is emerging as a key player
in quantum communication. Recent experiments on storing and releasing pulses of light
[HHDB99, LDBHO1, PFWL01] in atomic gases using the Electromagnetically Induced
Transparency (EIT) effect [HFK92, Har97, HH99, Pan0l] are being envisioned for applica-
tions in quantum memory for long distance quantum communications [LYFOO, DLCZ01].
The two fields of NMR quantum computation and AMO physics, though tackling problems
in quantum information in parallel, seem to be rather distant in their practical realizations.
Given the similarities between AMO physics and NMR quantum computing, a question
that naturally arises is if AMO phenomena can be efficiently realized based on NMR tech-
niques? One possible way to test this is by implementing an AMO phenomenon in NMR
based quantum systems that are similar to AMO systems. Atom-like higher-order spin sys-
tems have been used to realize classical logic, and more recently, quantum algorithms via
NMR techniques [KSF01, Fun0l, KSM+02). These systems are well suited to demonstrate
AMO phenomena in NMR quantum systems. The physics of higher-order spins is quite sim-
WON
ilar to that of atom-clouds aside from the differences in techniques for their manipulation.
Higher-order spins can be, in principle, used to demonstrate quantum optical phenomena,
but these experiments require precision quantum control in order to be achieved. Over the
past few years NMR has demonstrated techniques for efficient quantum control and manip-
ulation of nuclear spins in the context of quantum computing. We exploit these techniques
to experimentally realize the EIT phenomenon by NMR. We show how these techniques
provide a framework for state preparation and their manipulation using well known quan-
tum gates. The techniques for coherent state preparation is based on the universal set of
quantum gates using higher-order spin systems as described in chapter 3. Our results could
form a basis for utilizing quantum computing techniques for coherent control of quantum
systems.
In this chapter, we demonstrate EIT using an atom-like higher-order spin system. This
is made possible by a careful selection of a molecule that induces an electrostatic quadrupole
interaction in a liquid crystal environment. This is the same molecule as used in the
experiments described in section 3.9. Three levels of 133Cs spin states that forms an atom-
cloud (A-like) configuration, with two transitions, were used to realize EIT by NMR. In
optical EIT the transparency behavior in atom clouds is observed by probing the amount
of electromagnetic radiation that passes through the cloud, observing liquid state NMR
quantum systems for transparency is not straightforward as it is not possible to create a
ground state of the system at room temperature. We circumvent this limitation by utilizing
the mixed ensemble of spin states to create an effective pure state [GC97, CFH97]. This
effective pure state is then used to realize the required "dark states" for various instances of
EIT. We measure the transparency behavior by observing the spin states through density
matrix reconstruction techniques of a higher-order spin system (see section 3.6). EIT theory
also predicts that the phase of the quantum system does not change during the EIT evolution
period. This property of EIT systems has not been demonstrated as it is very difficult to
measure the phase evolution of atomic systems. Due to advanced NMR techniques and
relatively long coherence times of spin systems, we show that the phase coherence of the
dark states in spin systems is maintained during the EIT Hamiltonian evolution through
Ramsey interferometry.
We begin our discussion by describing the general theory of EIT effect in a three-level
system to understand the physics behind this phenomenon. Then present theory and exper-
imental results for transparency behavior in NMR spin systems followed by phase coherence
measurements through Ramsey interferometry. More specifically, we start with the theory
of EIT effect in the strong control field limit and using coherent dark states in section
5.2 that have already been developed [HHDB99, HFK92] and experimentally realized in
AMO quantum systems. We also present a new theory (section 5.2.1) to show that EIT
in the strong control field limit is an instance of quantum bang-bang control. Section 5.3
discusses the theory to realize coherent dark states using quantum gates. Section 5.4 dis-
cusses the experimental results of EIT in the strong control field limit (section 5.4.1) and
using coherent dark states (section 5.4.2). Section 5.5 starts with the general theory of
Ramsey interferometry to measure the quantum mechanical phase coherence of the EIT
system. Section 5.5.1 specifically shows a step-by-step working of the theory of Ramsey
interferometry in the strong control field limit and the experimental results are presented
immediately. These experimental results are compared with simulations which include re-
laxation effects. Section 5.5.2 presents the working of Ramsey interferometry for EIT using
coherent dark states, here again the experimental results follow the theoretical discussion
and a comparison of the results with ideal and simulated results including relaxation effects
are discussed. Section 5.6 discusses the detailed working of the simulation model attached
in appendix D. The experimental time in realizing the necessary pulse sequence is signif-
icant when compared to the relaxation time constants; our simulations take into account
the effects of relaxation in the Ramsey interferometry experiments. Our simulation results
agree well with experimental results, thus rigorously verifying the Lindblad formulation
developed in chapter 4.
5.2 Theory of the EIT effect
Let us start by analyzing the EIT effect in a three-level quantum system. Consider a three
level system [HHDB99, LDBH01] and denote its energy eigenstates as |1), 12), and 13). The
energy difference between the 11) and 12) states corresponds to Wpogb and between 12) and
|3) corresponds to wocotrj. Two electromagnetic fields are applied simultaneously to the
system: the probe field at frequency Wpob with strength a and the control field at frequency
wcot 0j with strength b.
The Hamiltonian describing the incident radiation is described by the following in the
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Figure 5-1: (a). Energy level diagram of A-like spin states of a three-level atomic system.
(b). Schematic energy level diagram for the Iz = -1/2,1/2, 3/2 levels a multi-level system
with quadrupole splitting
|1), |2), and |3) basis:
0 a* 0
Heit = a 0 b* (5.1)
-0 b 0-
The numbers a and b can in general be complex, but we will assume them to be real here
because we deal with real quantities in experiments. The most interesting cases for EIT
occur when (i.) the intensities of the two frequencies are such that b > a. and when (ii.)
we have a coherent superposition of |1) and 13) and the intensities a and b are tuned in the
appropriate ratios.
We first describe the EIT effect in a system in the limit b > a. (i) The time evolution
of the system in this limit is given by,
R = e-iHitt = Ue-iDUt. (5.2)
where D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of Heit, and U is the unitary matrix with
columns corresponding to the eigenvectors of Heit.
Solving for R, we obtain
1 ijsin(bt) 2(cos(bt)- 1)
R = i sin(bt) cos(bt) i sin(bt) (5.3)
['(cos(bt) - 1) i sin(bt) cos(bt)
to first order in .
From the expression in Eq.( 5.3), we find that the matrix element connecting states 11)
and 12) is zero in the b > a limit. This in terms of transparency means that the system
does not absorb incident radiation at the frequency Wa, thus making it transparent to the
|1) -> 12) transition frequency!
(ii). Coherent dark state EIT: There is yet another interesting instance of EIT,
wherein certain quantum states of the EIT system , known as coherent dark states, do not
evolve under the EIT Hamiltonian. Let us analyze this carefully. Consider the eigenstates
of the the Hamiltonian, Heit,
a - v'21b2b
EVeit = (2ab2  /+ b 0 (5.4)
1 1 V5b
where the eigenvectors of Heit are the column vectors of EVeit. The corresponding eigen-
values of the first, second, and third columns of the EVeit are +v/-a2+ b2, _,/a2+ b2 and
0 respectively. Imagine a situation wherein the quantum system is in the eigenstate corre-
sponding to 0 eigenvalue, and Heit is applied by turning on the probe and control frequencies
at the same time. As the eigenvalue of the quantum system is 0, it does not evolve under
the Heit evolution. So the quantum system is left unperturbed by the EIT Hamiltonian,
which means that the two applied frequencies wprobe and wcotroi do not interact with the
quantum system in the 0 eigenvalue state. In simpler terms, the quantum system is trans-
parent to both the frequencies at once! Thus by creating an unique superposition of |1) and
13), also known as a "coherent dark state", we have made the quantum system transparent
to electromagnetic radiation at Wprobe and Wcontrol at once.
As an example, consider the situation where we have a = b. In such a case, the unitary
evolution due to the EIT Hamiltonian can be written as,
+ 1 cos(lt) ' sin(lt) 1(cos(lt) - 1)1
R = sin(lt) cos(lt) sin(lt) (5.5)
(cos(lt) - 1) sin(lt) 1 + 1 cos(lt)
where, 1 = V(a 2 + b2). From Eq.( 5.4, we find the eigenstate 11)-13) is a dark state of the EIT
Hamiltonian. This state is transparent to the incident electromagnetic radiation at wprobe
and Wcontrol at the same time. Hence, coherent trapping of populations in the two states
|1) and 13) forms the key to demonstrating the EIT effect [LI01, Pan0l]. Such an unique
quantum state has the effect of completely eliminating absorption or emission of light. This
method of coherent trapping of populations has been used to achieve extremely low group
velocities of wave packets of light in atom-clouds [HHDB99, LDBHO1]. In the following
sections, we show efficient schemes for coherent population trapping using quantum gates ,
and use these techniques to demonstrate EIT in NMR quantum systems.
Before we move on to discussing techniques for EIT by NMR, we describe an interesting
observation of EIT in the strong control field limit being an instance of quantum bang-bang
control theory.
5.2.1 Quantum control
We have been able to find an interesting connection between EIT and quantum control
theory. Here, we derive a proof of EIT being an instance of quantum bang-bang control for
the case b > a limit.
Consider the case when two Hamiltonians simultaneously interact with the EIT quantum
system. These interaction Hamiltonians are such that one Hamiltonian is much higher in
intensity than the other. Using results of quantum-bang-bang control [VKLOO], we can
approximate the unitary evolution of the system as,
N
S UkhU =0, (5.6)
k
where h is the weak Hamiltonian, Uk are a set of unitary operators corresponding to the
strong Hamiltonian, k is the index into the set and N is the size of the set. In our case, h
and Uk are given by,
h = ha,
JL. =e N
where ha and hb describe
tively: with the system:
the interaction with the probe field and the control field, respec-
0
ha =a
0
0
0
0
b
0J
(5.9)
Here, we prove that the quantum bang-bang control relation Eq.( 5.6) holds in the presence
of a strong control field. Using this formulation we show that the EIT system becomes
transparent to the probe field in the presence of a strong control field. The time evolution
of the EIT system, in the limit b > a, is given by
lim e-i(h+hb)
b>a
N-1
lim 1 e~ e N
N--+oo_k=0
N-1
i 1~ k hb I -h ihb
= lim I e- Ne- NeN e-
N-oo k=
N-1
=lim fj Uk e Nut e~-h
N-x k=0 
.
-i nhbwhere Uk =e N , a d
N-+x~ Lk=0 .Ui ih
- lim e Wk UkaU e(-ihb)
N-+oo
Se-iSe-ihb
N-1
S = lim E: Uk Ukf
N-+oo' Nk=0
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.10)
(5.11)
where,
(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
WOA M Me - ____
which can be rewritten as
bk b
N-i 0 a cos ia sin k
S lim k a cos L 0 0 (5.16)
1 -o [-ia sin o 0 0
0 acosx iasinx
a cos x 0 0 dx (5.17)
-iasinx 0 0
(5.18)
where x = bk/N,
0 b sinb -iR(cosb-1)
= a sin b 0 0 (5.19)
i (cos b - 1) 0 0
From the above it is clear that, in the limit b > a, the Hamiltonian S -+ 0. We then have
from Eq. (5.13),
1 0 0
lim e-ise--hb _ e-ihb = 0 cos b i sin b (5.20)b>a
0 i sin b cos b
This is very surprising, as we have the same form from the analytical solution for R in
Eq.( 5.3) in the limit b > a. Thus in the presence of a strong control field the EIT system
becomes transparent to the probe field.
5.3 Coherent population trapping using quantum gates
In both the instances of EIT, as discussed in section 5.2, state preparation is the key element
for demonstrating the EIT effect. Traditionally, the "dark state" in atomic systems is
prepared by slowly ramping the probe in the presence of a control field to adiabatically evolve
the state from the initial ground state 1) to the stationary state of the EIT Hamiltonian
[HHDB99, LDBHO1, PFWLO1]. However, in this chapter, we show efficient schemes for
coherent population trapping using discrete quantum gates. Our procedure is a concrete
and systematic method of creating the required "dark state" for any given set of probe and
control field intensities a and b respectively.
Let us discuss the preparation of the dark state when both the probe and control field
intensities are equal. We start with all the population of the system concentrated in the
ground state |1). We then apply the HADAMARD gate that creates an equal superposition
of |1) and |2). It can be described mathematically as,
1 1 0
H(1,2)|1) = - 1 -1 0 |1)=--(|1) +12)) (5.21)
L0 0 V/-
Here the subscript (p,q) indicates the subspace in which the operation is performed. We
then apply the NOT gate, with an overall phase of 7r, in the (12), 13)) subspace. The NOT
operation essentially flips the states 12) and 13) with the required phase to create the dark
state. This procedure can be written in matrix notation as,
1 0 0
(es"NOT)(2,3) (1) + 12)) = 0 0 1 (|1)+12))
0o -1 0
1 (1l)- 3 (5.22)
This is exactly the state we wanted, a coherent superposition of levels |1) and 13), when
the two intensities a and b are equal (see section 5.2). This state is transparent to electro-
magnetic radiation at both the probe and control frequencies at once. Note that the phase
difference between (11), |3)) could have been generated by a different operation sequence
of operations like the Pauli o-, or a-y instead of the HADAMARD gate. This procedure can
be generalized to create an arbitrary superposition of |1) and 13) using single qubit rota-
tions in the (|1), 12)) subspace followed by the e"NOT operator in the (|1), 12)) subspace.
For example, applying the Pauli a, for an amount of time Z cos- 1 (a) creates an arbitrary
superposition of the states 11) and 13) such that
IT) - e(iA1 '2 )cos'(a))Il) = all) - ibl2) (5.23)
where b = v1 - a2. This operation, followed by a o-, pulse for a duration 7r in the (12), |3))
subspace creates an arbitrary superposition of the states |1) and |3).
(2,3)
e(-i-u ')|W) = bl1) - a13) (5.24)
This is the dark state corresponding to an arbitrary probe field strength of a and control
field strength of b. Here, o' indicates the Pauli operation on the (p, q) subspace along
the j axis. Hence for any given strengths of the probe and control fields, we can prepare
the required superposition dark states. This method of coherent population trapping of
quantum states is systematic and concrete, thus making quantum gates very useful in
realizing coherent states.
5.4 Experimental realization of EIT in spin systems
The goal of this work is to implement EIT on spin systems in both the strong control field
limit and using coherent dark states as described in section 5.2. The required experimental
techniques for manipulating the spin system are based on the universal set of quantum gates
developed in chapter 3. These techniques are used to create effective pure states, implement
the necessary unitary transforms for Ramsey interferometry, and read out the spin states.
All the experimental details are similar to what we have mentioned in section 3.9. To
realize EIT, we first need to prepare this system in the |1) state. We create this effective
pure state via temporal labeling as discussed in section 3.5. Here, the levels 1), |2), and |3)
correspond to the -1/2, 1/2 and -3/2 spin states, respectively of the 133Cs nucleus. The
difference in the EIT experiment when compared to those described in chapter 3, is the
pulse lengths. Here, we use Gaussian shaped pulses of duration 6 20ps to realize quantum
gates for state preparation and read-out. The shape and length of the pulses were chosen
for extremely high fidelity in addressing each transition selectively. While the EIT pulse
duration was fixed at 6ms to be able to sweep through a wide range of probe and control
field strengths, this is required for characterizing transparency and phase evolution of the
dark states. It will be clear in the sections to follow.
5.4.1 EIT in the presence of a strong control field: theory and experi-
mental results
The EIT experiments in the strong control field limit were performed at fixed probe field
strengths, while sweeping the control field strength from 0 to a strength corresponding to
107r pulses. The transparency behavior is verified by observing the spin states. This is made
possible by observing the NMR spectrum of the spins, which is the Fourier transform of the
free induction decay signal. The time-varying complex-valued voltage V(t), measured by a
pick-up coil around the sample is
V(t) = Tr [e-iHtRpRteiHt6 e-t/T2, (5.25)
where, 0 is the measurement observable, 0 = Ek=1,2(of -ioj)/2 = 10)(1|+|1)(21 and T2 is
the transverse (phase) relaxation time constant. This equation for the FID is only valid in
the ideal case scenario when there are no relaxation (see section 4.3) and RF inhomogeneity
effects. The Fourier transform of the time varying voltage V(t) is expected to show the
characteristic 1/b behavior with a fixed intensity of the probe frequency Wa. This behavior
is experimentally verified by observing the single quantum coherence corresponding to the
matrix element |1)(21 (see section 5.2), as derived in Eq.(5.3).
The pulse sequence implementing this experiment is given by,
Ub>a = (Ueit)A(Read - out)B (5.26)
Where, the period A indicates the EIT Hamiltonian evolution, Ueit- B indicates the final
read-out of the 11) (21 matrix element, which is observed by switching on the receiver channel
corresponding to the 1l) -+ 2) transition.
The experimental results are shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3 for a probe field strength
corresponding to 7r/4 and 7r/2 pulses. These results are compared with the expected results.
It is clear from that we observe the expected 1/b trend (Eq.(5.3)) of Rabi oscillations of
the 1l) -+ 12) transition. Our simulation, attached in appendix A, takes into account
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Figure 5-2: Experimental data verifying the transparency behavior of an NMR EIT system
in the strong control field limit described in section 5.4.1. Here, we observe the signal
corresponding to 11) (21 element of the density matrix. The intensity of the probe field was
set to a strength equivalent to 7r units. The dash-dot line represents the 1/b trend of Rabi
oscillations in the |1)(21 element as derived in Eq.( 5.3). The dotted line is the simulation
result, which includes the RF inhomogeneity of the control field and the Bloch-Siegert
shifts (see appendix A). The points are the experimental results obtained by averaging over
five experiments. The height of the error bars were obtained from standard deviations
normalized by Nexperiments - 1, where Nexperiments is the number of repeated experiments.
Bloch-Siegert shifts, and exponential decay due to RF inhomogeneity of the NMR probe
[EB90, SVC00]. Our results show that the EIT system approaches the dark state 1l) as
the strong control field get larger and larger. The signal strength , as seen in Figure 5-2
and 5-3, progressively gets smaller indicating that the system does not absorb the control
field in the asymptotic limit of b ->+ oo. These results give us the first evidence of the EIT
system becoming transparent to the probe field in the presence of strong control field.
5.4.2 EIT with coherent dark states: theory and experiments
We now discuss EIT with coherent dark states and present experimental results. As we
analyzed in section 5.2, a coherent superposition of levels 11) and 13) creates a situation
wherein the quantum system becomes transparent to both the probe and control frequencies
at once. The required dark state is prepared using an effective pure state 11) through
temporal labeling (see section 3.5) followed by the application of the required quantum gates
as described in section 5.3. Then the EIT Hamiltonian is applied by turning on the probe
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Figure 5-3: Experimental data verifying the transparency behavior of an NMR EIT system
in the strong control field limit, just as in Figure 5-7. Here, the intensity of the probe field
was set to a strength equivalent to 37r/2 units.
and control fields simultaneously, and the transparency behavior is verified by observing the
dynamics of the density matrix of the spin system under the EIT Hamiltonian evolution.
We first experimentally reconstruct the deviation density matrix of the EIT dark state using
techniques that developed in section 3.6. The dark state is then allowed to evolve under the
EIT Hamiltonian Heit. We verify transparency by reconstructing the time evolution of the
dark state deviation density matrix. From the analysis in the section 5.2, as the system is in
the stationary state of the EIT Hamiltonian, we expect to see the density matrix unchanged
all through its evolution under Heit.
The pulse sequence implementing this experiment is given by,
Ucoherent = (Ueit)A(DENS)B (5.27)
Where, the period A indicates the EIT Hamiltonian evolution, Ueit. (DENS)B indicates
the deviation density matrix reconstruction period. This is realized by performing a series of
experiments to convert all the elements of the density matrix into single quantum coherences
that are observable by NMR (see section 3.6 and 3.9 for details).
The results confirming this behavior are shown in Figure 5-4. These results are within
15 percent of the expected density matrix; here 15 percent indicates the highest error in an
M0 - 'Mft M ? -'--- --- --- -----
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Figure 5-4: Experimentally reconstructed deviation density matrix of the "dark state"|1 3 (a) before applying the EIT Hamiltonian and (b) after applying the EIT Hamiltonian
for a duration equivalent to 3ir/2 pulses. Note that the density matrices presented here show
only the absolute values of the elements for the sake of visual clarity.
element of the experimental density matrix compared to the expected density matrix. From
additional control experiments, it was found that the errors are mainly due to decoherence
effects and RF inhomogeneity of the probe.
Another important thing to note from our theoretical analysis is that the phase of the
dark state for both the situations of EIT described does not change during the EIT evolution
period. How can we test the phase evolution of the system experimentally? Fortunately, we
have other unused energy levels of the 133Cs spin system that could be useful. One could
couple the dark state to an additional level, Iz. = -3/2 spin state, to measure the phase
of the dark state during the EIT evolution period by performing a Ramsey interferometry
experiment, which is an indirect measure of the phase coherence of a quantum system.
5.5 Ramsey interferometry for measuring phase coherence:
theory and experiments
In this section, we discuss the phase evolution of the EIT system through Ramsey interfer-
ometry.
The basic idea of Ramsey interferometry is to measure the relative phase between any
two energy levels by creating interference between the two levels. To test for the phase
evolution of the dark state, we apply the following quantum operations to create an inter-
ference between the fourth level labeled as the reference state |R) (see Figure 5-5) and the
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Figure 5-5: (a). Energy level diagram of A-like spin states of a three-level atomic system
coupled to an additional reference level jR). (b). Schematic energy level diagram for the
Iz = (-3/2, -1/2, 1/2, 3/2) levels a multi-level system with quadrupole splitting.
dark state |D).
URamsey = HRDeiGaZ e-iHeit HRD (5.28)
where, time goes from left to right. HRD is the HADAMARD gate and 0z is the Pauli sigma
operator, in the reference state IR) and dark state ID) basis. The operator -z changes the
relative phase between the reference and dark state.
Now we calculate the expectation value of the reference state with the application of U.
I (RIUamsey|R) 12 = I(RIHRDe-iHeit e iJz HRDIR) 12
= I(R|HRDe it (cos(0/2) + i sin(0/2)u')HRD |R) 12
= I (RIHRD(cos(9/2) + i sin(0/2)0z)HRDIR) 2
= cos2 (0/2)
From the above we expect to see cos 2(0/2) behavior in the expectation value of the reference
state.
We confirm this phase evolution by observing the visibility (in sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2)
of the expectation of the IR) defined as V(a, b) = a-Ii as a function of the varying
ratios of b to a, where I is the NMR signal strength corresponding to the expectation of
IR). The intensity of the expectation of the state IR) is given by
I(9) = I(RUIR)12  + p 2 + 2pcos (4
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)
where p is the expectation of the state |R) over the EIT evolution: p = (Dle-iHeit |D). Note
that |(R!UIR) 2 reduces to cos 2 (0/2) when p = 1, which is the condition for the maximum
visibility.
5.5.1 Visibility in the strong control field limit: theory and experimental
results
In this section, we study the Ramsey interferometry in the limit b > a and present experi-
mental results to measure the quantum mechanical phase coherence of the EIT system.
The unitary operation corresponding to this experiment is given by,
URamsey = HR1eoze-iHeit HR1 (5.34)
where HRl is the HADAMARD gate in the |R) and |1) basis and o-z is the Pauli sigma-z
operator in the same basis. Let us systematically analyze the effect of each of the individual
operations in URamsey-
After the first HADAMARD operation, the quantum state is in the state |,o) = .1)+IR)
The state of the system due to EIT evolution is given by,
1
es ( 2 + cosl)
e' 0(-iy sin 1)
e 6((cos - 1)
where I = Va 2 + b2. Here |11) is written in the |R), 1), 12), and
of the second HADAMARD operator to the state |11) gives,
|@2) = HR1|I1)=
(5.35)
13) basis. The application
1 eiac
2 2-
1 e-ec
2V2
e'0(-ii sin 1)
e 0 (cosl - 1)
(5.36)
(5.37)
where c is given by,
b2  a2
C = T + T cos 
- eiHeit II~o) =
__*_ - - _ . ".__ '. , MOMINIUM636.
When we write out the density matrix corresponding to the above state, we find the expec-
tation value of |R) to be,
I(RIURamsey|R)12 = 1 ± 2 + 2ccos(O) (5.38)4
With the above analytic expression in the expectation of |R), we estimate the observable in
NMR corresponding to the single quantum coherence |R) (11 which is obtained by applying
a readout pulse on the IR) -- |1) transition. Summarizing the above, we can write the pulse
sequence as,
URamsey (YP(3, 1)XP(3, 1))A(ZP(3, O))B(Ueit)C
(YP(3, 1)XP(3, 2))D(XP(3, 1))E (5.39)
Here, time goes from left to right. XP(r, s), YP(r, s), and ZP(r, s) denote rotations about
x,y, and z axes respectively. r indicates the transition (see section 3.4) and s indicates the
strength of the pulse in units of ir/2. Ueit denotes the EIT evolution period. A indicates the
HADAMARD operation in the |R) and ID) basis , where ID) = |1) in the strong control field
limit. B denotes the z-rotation on the dark state ID) in the |R) and |D) basis. c denotes
the EIT evolution period- D denotes the HADAMARD operation in the |R) and |D) basis.
E is the final read-out pulse on |R) -+ |1) transition. The detailed implementation of the
pulse sequence in Eq.( 5.39) is given in appendix D.
The individual x or y pulses were realized using Gaussian shaped pulses of duration 620
ps set at a power corresponding to a ir pulse, which is equivalent to the spectrometer power
setting of 27 dB. The EIT pulse was realized using Gaussian shaped pulses of duration 6 ms.
The probe field power was set to a power corresponding to 37r/2 pulses, or the spectrometer
power setting of 11 dB. The control field power was swept from 0 to 217r/2 pulses, which
corresponds to 34 dB on the spectrometer power settings. The pulse lengths and power
setting were carefully calibrated such that we were able to maintain the selectivity of the
transition pulses. Also, the length of non-EIT pulses was selected so that the experimental
time was much shorter than relaxation times of the transitions.
We plot the visibility of IR) (21 quantum coherence as a function of b/a is shown in
Figure 5-6. The experimental results are shown as error bars. The height of the error bars
b/a
Figure 5-6: Simulations and experimental results of visibility as a function of b/a in the
strong control field limit. The solid line indicates the ideal expectation of visibility, the
dashed line indicates the simulated behavior including decoherence effects and pulse imper-
fections, and the points indicate the experimental results. The experimental results are in
close agreement with simulations.
indicate random errors occurring over three identical experiments, which were obtained
from standard deviations normalized by Nexperiments - 1, where Nexperiments is the number
of repeated experiments. The simulated curve, shown as a dashed line, is obtained by
including decoherence effects of the system through the Lindblad formulation described in
section 4.2. The simulation code is attached in appendix C and D. The decoherence effects
due to the total run time for implementing all the pulses in Eq.( 5.39 are significant is
estimating the experimental data. The duration of our experiments is about 8.8ms while
the T and T 2 relaxation times for the |R) -- |1) transition are about 55ms. The relaxation
effects and pulse imperfection effects have been taken into account in our simulations, details
of which appears in the form of a MATLAB code in the appendix D. Section 5.6 discusses
the working details of the simulation code in appendix D.
From the Figure 5-6, we see that the experimental results agree well with the simula-
tions. We believe that the sources of the errors are due to noise in the FID signal and small
fluctuations in the temperature setting of the sample. Because the electric field gradient of
the liquid crystal is extremely sensitive to the temperature, the transition frequencies are
extremely sensitive to it, too. We have experienced that 1C deviation in the temperature
can change the resonance frequencies of the transitions by about 400 Hz in the experiments.
5.5.2 Visibility for EIT with coherent dark states: theory and experi-
mental results
In this section, we discuss the verification of quantum mechanical phase coherence for
coherent dark states. As seen in Eq.(5.30), we find that the expectation of |R) for Ramsey
interferometry to be a cos2 (6/2) function, and this is plotted in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-7: The expectation of the reference state JR) as a function of 0. The solid line
indicates the ideal value in the expectation of |R), the dashed-line the simulated expectation
of IR) including decoherence effects and the squares indicate experimental results. They
show the characteristic cos2 0 behavior derived in Eq.( 5.32).
For this experiment, we start with a superposition of |R) and the dark state such that,
#0)
1
i 1
0
i 1
(5.40)
ID) = 11j 3 ). Here, |D) is the dark state corresponding to the case when we have the
intensities of the probe and control field equal. The time evolution of 1#o) under the EIT
1 5, 1- 1, 1 *1001***_Ak- ' __ -- 1-111--.1 -__-_ - -- .- - _'_' wpakE ' , - - . - -- - - - -1-1- -
Hamiltonian evolution results in the following state,
/ 1\( e6 b2+a2 cos(l)-abcos(l)+ab
211 =1(5.41)
ej-i sin(l)(b-a)e 21)
ie -abcos(l)+ab+a2 +b2 cos(j)
\ 12/
Applying the second HADAMARD transform HRD results in the state,
1
(5.42)
el -0 q2
where q = (a+b)2+(a-b)2 cos(l) and 1 = Va 2 + b2 .212
When we write out the density matrix corresponding to the above final state, we find
the expectation value of |R) to be,
|(R IURamseyIR)12  1 q2 + 2q cos(O) (5.43)4
which is similar to the expression we obtained in Eq.(5.36) for EIT in the strong control
field limit. The pulse sequence for implementing the present experiment is,
URamsey = (YP(1, 1)XP(2, 1)XP(3, 2))A(ZP(3, O)ZP(1, ))B(Ueit)C
((XP(3, 2)XP(2, 1)YP(1, -1)ZP(3, 2)ZP(2, 4)ZP(1, 2)
XP(2, 1)XP(3, 2)ZP(1, 3)ZP(2, 2)ZP(3, 1))DDENSE (5.44)
Here, time goes from left to right. XP(r, s), YP(r, s), and ZP(r, s) denote rotations about
x,y, and z axes respectively. r indicates the transition and s indicates the strength of the
pulse in units of 7r/2. Ueit denotes the EIT evolution period. A indicates the first pulse
sequence implementing the superposition II/)RD = + |1)-|3). B denotes the z-rotation
on the dark state ID) = 3) in the |R) and ID) basis. c denotes the EIT evolution
period, D denotes the HADAMARD operation in the |R) and ID) basis. It should be noted
that the sequence for A should have been the same as D- But as we are free to prepare the
state |@)RD is any way we want, we use the shortest possible pulse sequence to minimize
the decoherence effects. Finally DENSE is a set of pulses used to reconstruct the density
matrix of the system, which involves a series of experiments to read-out all the elements of
the density matrix by converting them into single quantum coherences that are observable
in NMR, using a sequence of pulses. The shape and length of the individual pulses is the
same as those described in section 5.5.1. The detailed pulse sequence implementing the
pulse sequence Eq.( 5.39) is given in appendix D.
The visibility of the reference state for varying ratios of is shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Visibility of of the expectation value of |R) state as a function of b/a for EIT
with a coherent dark state. The solid line is the ideal case scenario, the dashed-line indicates
simulated expectation with decoherence effects and the points indicate experimental results.
Here, the dark state is 1i)13), while the ratio b/a is varied with a fixed probe field and varying
control field.
The maximum visibility in the above results is about 75 percent, the deviation from the
ideal expected curve is largely due to relaxation effects during the time of the experiments
and also RF inhomogeneity in the NMR probe. We have included the effects of relaxation
through the Lindblad formulation in chapter 4 (see appendix D for simulation code and
section 5.6 for details on the working of the simulation code) and experimentally measured
pulse imperfections due to RF inhomogeneity of the probe. Our simulation and experimental
results are in agreement with each other.
5.6 Description of the simulations for Ramsey interferometry
experiments
The quantum circuit implementing the Ramsey interferometry experiment on a spin-3/2
system is shown in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9: Quantum circuit implementing the Ramsey interferometry experiment on a
spin-3/2 system. Time goes from left to right, t, indicate the time period for which the
respective gate p is applied.
Here, 1, 2, and 3 indicate the transitions corresponding to -3/2 -+ -1/2, -1/2 -> 1/2,
and 1/2 --+ 3/2 transition respectively. t indicates the time period for which the respective
gate is active: ttl - temporal labelling, tH - Hadamard in the |R) and ID) basis, tz - z
rotation also in the |R) and |D) basis, tet - EIT evolution and tro - the read-out period.
As we mentioned in section 3.4, the z-rotation can be implicitly absorbed as phases in the
future pulses, hence requires no experimental time, so tz = 0 in all our experiments. The
pulse sequences that implement the circuit in Figure 5-9 for EIT in the strong control field
and EIT with coherent dark states have already been mentioned in Eq.( 5.39) and Eq.( 5.44)
respectively.
5.6.1 Kraus operator formalism for relaxation with a zero temperature
reservoir
As a first attempt, we tried simulating the decoherence effects through Kraus operators
[Kra83, NCOOb] by considering T and T2 relaxation for each transition individually. To be
precise, each transition was considered as a spin-1/2 system; from this the Kraus operators
for all the transitions, 3/2 -> 1/2, 1/2 -> -1/2, and -1/2 --> -3/2 respectively, can be
written in terms of their individual relaxation time constants [NC00b]. We simulated the
experiments for visibility described in sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 including the decoherence
effects through the Kraus operators obtained by the above mentioned procedure. In this
simulation, the density matrix was first allowed to evolve under the pulse sequence followed
by applying the Kraus operators the same period of time as the pulse sequence.
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Figure 5-10: Simulations and experimental results of visibility as a function of b/a in the
strong control field limit using Kraus operators given in Eqs.( 5.45) and ( 5.46). The solid
line indicates the ideal expectation of visibility, the dashed line indicates the simulated
behavior including decoherence effects and pulse imperfections, and the points indicate the
experimental results.
The simulations based on Kraus operators shown in Figure 5-10 did improve, in terms
of the simulated curve moving towards the experiments results and also had similar charac-
teristics as experimental results though it did not agree as well as the results presented in
Figures 5-6 and 5-3 (simulated using the Lindblad formulation in chapter 4). Note that
the simulations shown in Figure 5-10 were obtained by applying the relaxation operators
after the entire pulse sequence. This was not the correct procedure, and was a mistake; the
correct thing would have been to apply the relaxation operators after every pulse.
After working on this for while, we found the following which proved that the Kraus
operator formalism of ours was wrong. If we assume each transition as a two-state model
.........
and use Kraus operators given by, for the 3/2 -> 1/2 transition as an example,
1
0
E(0, 1) = 0
0
0
0(1-71,1)
0
0
0
0
1/ v
0
0 0
0 0
, E(1,1) = 00 0
1/V 0
Here, E(rs) indicates the amplitude damping operators for the s transition and 7m,n is the
rate of amplitude relaxation of the transition n. The amplitude damping operators for the
other two transitions can be written in a similar manner. The phase damping operators for
the 3/2 -+ 1/2 transition are given by,
P(O,1) =
0
(1 - 72,)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/V
0
(72,)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/vs
(5.46)
Here, P(r,) indicates the amplitude damping operators for the s transition and Ymn is the
rate of phase relaxation of the transition n. The phase damping operators for the other two
transitions can be written in a similar manner. Note that E Pr,,s)P(r,s) = I, as required
for completeness, and similarly for E(r,s).
Now imagine the situation when we have an effective pure state,
10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Peffective-pure =
0 0 0 0
L0 0 0 0J
(5.47)
With our formulation of the Kraus operators, the above state is a fixed point. That is the
Kraus operators do not affect the state at all, but this is not true, since the system should
(1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/Vs
(5.45)
, (1,1) =
tend to go back to the equilibrium state,
4 0 0 0
Peq = 0 3 0 0 (5.48)
0 0 2 0
L0 0 0 1
This observation led us to realize that the equilibrium density matrix for our formulation
of the Kraus operators is Eq.( 5.47), which is incorrect. Thus, the Kraus operators in
Eqs.( 5.45) and ( 5.46) we used, which were based on damping to the zero temperature
reservoir, were not the correct ones to use for this system. Instead, we should have used the
operators for damping to a finite temperature reservoir, such as those given on page 382
of [NC00b].
Instead of fixing this problem, we returned to the Lindblad formalism which we devel-
oped in chapter 4, where we had a room temperature reservoir model for higher-order spin
systems. It should, however, be noted that it is definitely possible to derive the correct
Kraus operators for any general multi-level system from the respective Lindblad operators;
this is very interesting and we hope to work out in the future.
5.6.2 Simulations using Lindblad operator formalism with a finite tem-
perature reservoir model
As we saw in section 5.6.1, the finite temperature reservoir model was not appropriate
to model our system for decoherence. In this section, we simulated decoherence effects
using the Lindblad model developed in chapter 4, where we assumed a finite temperature
reservoir as the source for decoherence. We use this model to estimate decoherence by
applying the Lindblad relaxation operators to the density matrix during the time evolution
of each and every pulse. This means that the relaxation process is simultaneously coupled
to the interaction Hamiltonian evolution to give the most accurate description the time
evolution of the density matrix of the system. Thus the relaxation operators continuously
act on the evolving density matrix to give rise to amplitude and phase damping. For
example, consider the HADAMARD gate in the strong control field case. A YP(3, 1) pulse
(ignoring the z-rotation as it takes no experimental time) of duration 620 ps is applied on
the input density matrix to create a superposition of |R) and |1). Our simulation code is
written in such a way that it takes the Hamiltonian corresponding to the YP(3, 1) pulse,
denoted as Hp,,ise, and feeds it to the Lindblad equation as an input. To be precise, H is
set equal to Hpuise in the Lindblad equation Eq.(4.4). We then solve the Lindblad equation
using Euler's method [Kre93] of solving differential equations, the detailed simulation code
is attached in appendix C. For experiments using temporal labelling, we repeat the above
procedure twice, for each of the input density matrices separately. The final density matrix
is obtained by averaging two outputs generated by both the input density matrices.
Appendices C and D are the relevant simulation codes for the EIT evolution including
relaxation effects through Lindblad equation of the higher-order spin systems All the pa-
rameters like the input density matrices, time period for each of the pulses, relaxation time
constants, Lindblad operators and interaction Hamiltonian have been appropriately com-
mented for the sake of the reader. The code in appendix D runs the function anaV, which
calls the Lindblad function relaxdens in appendix C to give the resulting matrix element,
that we defined as the observable quantity for the EIT in the strong control field limit, as
a function of b/a. Similar is the case with the coherent dark state simulation.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have been able to bridge AMO physics and NMR quantum computation
by demonstrating Electromagnetically Induced Transparency on spin systems. Two different
instances of EIT were studied: one in the strong control field limit and the other using
coherent dark states. Transparency behavior in the strong control field limit was tested by
observing the appropriate NMR signal corresponding to the spin states while density matrix
reconstruction techniques were used to confirm transparency using coherent dark states. We,
for the first time, showed the phase evolution of EIT system through Ramsey interferometry.
Our results provide conclusive evidence of both transparency and the quantum mechanical
phase coherence of the NMR EIT spin system.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have made interesting connections between AMO physics and Bulk-Spin
Quantum Computation.
We started in the quantum computation domain in chapter 2 followed by experimental
work on higher-order spin quantum computers in chapter 3. We showed the use of higher-
order spin systems for quantum computing by constructing a universal set of quantum gates
on a spin-3/2 system. These universal gates were then used to realize the necessary unitary
transforms for implementing the two-qubit Grover's quantum search algorithm. Techniques
for reconstruction of the deviation density matrix for higher-order spin systems were also
developed. This enabled us to test the full behavior of the two-qubit quantum search
algorithm for all the four possible search cases. This is the first realization of a quantum
algorithm on a higher-order spin system. As discussed in chapter 3, higher-order spin
systems can have many distinct advantages over coupled spin-1/2 systems, especially for
the realization of multiple-qubit gates. However, the ease of implementing multiple-qubit
gates comes at the cost of more difficult single-qubit operations. It would be interesting
to integrate these systems with traditional spin-1/2 systems to exploit the uniqueness of
higher-order spin systems.
In chapter 4, we studied the dynamics of higher-order spin systems interacting with
the environment.The motivation for studying these dynamics is to get a better grip over
quantum systems, as decoherence parameters like amplitude and phase damping ultimately
decide on the viability of using quantum systems as quantum computers. As a step in this
direction, we modeled the decoherence processes of higher-order spin systems in chapter 3.
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We formulated the Lindblad operators for higher-order spin systems and studied the relax-
ation of an entangled state by simulations. These simulations were then compared with the
experimental reconstructed dynamics of an entangled state. Our formulation was rigorously
tested by estimating the decoherence for the EIT experiment. The simulations showed the
characteristic behavior of the experimentally obtained results and agreed quantitatively as
well.
Finally, in chapter 5, we were able to make an interesting connection between AMO
physics and NMR quantum computation. We were able to demonstrate the Electromagnet-
ically Induced Transparency effect in spin systems. We were able to translate an atom-cloud
configuration (A-like configuration) into a spin system configuration to experimentally re-
alize the EIT effect by NMR. The transparency behavior is simple in AMO experiments,
as one can measure the amount of light coming out of the atom-clouds. It is not the same
in the case of EIT by NMR as we have a large equilibrium background population. We
have shown ways to test the transparency behavior in spin systems through Ramsey inter-
ferometry experiments and density matrix reconstruction of the time evolution of the spin
system. Our results show much promise for an AMO test-bed in NMR quantum compu-
tation. Our work shows how quantum computing techniques could be used for coherent
control of quantum systems for the realization of AMO phenomena. Having said that, It
is exciting to explore other areas in physics to implement physical phenomena in NMR
quantum computing systems.
Appendix A
Simulation for Bloch-Siegert Shifts
This appendix is the simulation code for Bloch-Siegert shifts for a spin-3/2 system as for-
mulated in section 3.8.
X File: bsshift.m
% Date: 24-May-02
% Modified: Matthias Steffen <msteffenDsnowmass.stanford.edu
X calculates phase accumulation due to transient Bloch-Siegert shifts for
% the spin-3/2 subsystem of a spin-7/2 system.
% syntax: function OP=bsshift(maxampl,maxamp2,pulse-shape,
% pulse-width,offset,inphase)
X OP: Unitary opertor that includes the phase accumulation
X maxampi : pulse on 3rd line (1st for spin-3/2 subsystem)
% maxamp2 : pulse on 4th line (2nd for spin-3/2 subsystem)
% maxamp: 2 for pi pulse
X 1 for pi/2 pulse
% pulse-shape: the pulse shape file name. 'gauss.RF' or 'hrml80.RF'
% for example
% pulse-width: the pulse width in microseconds
X offset: frequency separation between each of the transition frequency
function OP=bsshift(maxamp1,maxamp2,pulse-shape,pulse.width,offset,inphase)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Pauli sig-x and sig-y operators for each of the transitions X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
global H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7
global Hii H2i H3i H4i H5i H6i H7i
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% read in original pulse shape X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
library = 'Library directory name for pulse shape files';
dir=sprintf( ['%s\\Xs'] ,library, pulse-shape);
input=fopen(dir,'r');
in=1; time(1)=O; line=fgets(input);
while (line(1)=='#'),
line=fgets(input);
end
while (line>O),
line1=str2num(line);
slicephasel(in)=line1(1)+inphase;
sliceampl(in)=line1(2);
slicelengthi(in)=linel(3);
line=fgets(input);
in=in+1;
end
fclose('all');
numslices=length(sliceampi);
sliceamp2=sliceamp1;
slicelength2=slicelengthi;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% set phase ramp 2 to excite at freq=offset (no BS correction yet) %
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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slicephase2=slicephasel;
if offset~=0
final-phase2=pulse-width*le-6*(-offset)*360;
phasestep2=final-phase2/numslices;
slicephase2= slicephase2+[phasestep2/2:phasestep2:final-phase2-phasestep2/2];
slicephase2=mod(slicephase2,360);
end
slicephase3=slicephase1;
if offset~=0
final-phase3=pulse-width*le-6*(-offset*2)*360;
phasestep3=final-phase3/numslices;
slicephase3= slicephase3+[phasestep3/2:phasestep3:final-phase3-phasestep3/2];
slicephase3=mod(slicephase3,360);
end
slicephase4=slicephasel;
if offset~=0
final-phase4=pulse-width*le-6*(-offset*3)*360;
phasestep4=final-phase4/numslices;
slicephase4= slicephase4+[phasestep4/2:phasestep4:final-phase4-phasestep4/2];
slicephase4=mod(slicephase4,360);
end
slicephase5=slicephasel;
if offset~=0
final-phase5=pulse-width*le-6*(-offset*4)*360;
phasestep5=final-phase5/nuimslices;
slicephase5= slicephase5+[phasestep5/2:phasestep5:final-phase5-phasestep5/2];
slicephase5=mod(slicephase5,360);
end
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X renormalize variables X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
slicephasel=slicephasel*pi/180; % convert to radians
slicephase2=slicephase2*pi/180; % convert to radians
slicephase3=slicephase3*pi/180; X convert to radians
slicephase4=slicephase4*pi/180; % convert to radians
slicephase5=slicephase5*pi/180; % convert to radians
sliceampl=sliceampl/1023; % renormalize such that max value is 1
sliceamp2=sliceamp2/1023; % renormalize such that max value is 1
slicelengthl=slicelengthl/sum(slicelengthl)*10^-6*pulse-width;
slicelength2=slicelength2/sum(slicelength2)*10^-6*pulse-width;
X convert to seconds
maxampl=0.25*maxampl/abs((sum(sliceampl.*exp(i*slicephasel).*slicelengthl)));
maxamp2=0.25*maxamp2/abs((sum(sliceampl.*exp(i*slicephasel).*slicelengthl)));
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% calculate phase accumulation X
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% start from an identity operator
operator=eye(8);
% for each time slice, calculate the phase accumulation due to the pulses:
% maxampi : pulse on 3rd line (1st for spin-3/2 subsystem)
% maxamp2 : pulse on 4th line (2nd for spin-3/2 subsystem)
for index = 1:numslices
H_RF1=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp1*2*pi*...
(cos(slicephase3(index))*H1 - sin(slicephase3(index))*H1i)/2;
HRF2=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp1*2*pi*...
(cos(slicephase2(index))*H2 - sin(slicephase2(index))*H2i)/2;
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H_RF3=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp1*2*pi*...
(cos(slicephasel(index))*H3 - sin(slicephasel(index))*H3i)/2;
H_RF4=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp1*2*pi*...
(cos(slicephase2(index))*H4 + sin(slicephase2(index))*H4i)/2;
H_RF5=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp1*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase3(index))*H5 + sin(slicephase3(index))*H5i)/2;
H_RF6=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp1*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase4(index))*H6 + sin(slicephase4(index))*H6i)/2;
H_RF7=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase5(index))*H7 + sin(slicephase5(index))*H7i)/2;
H_RF8=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase4(index))*H1 - sin(slicephase4(index))*Hli)/2;
HRF9=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi*...
(cos(slicephase3(index))*H2 - sin(slicephase3(index))*H2i)/2;
H_RF10=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase2(index))*H3 - sin(slicephase2(index))*H3i)/2;
H_RF11=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi*...
(cos(slicephasel(index))*H4 - sin(slicephasel(index))*H4i)/2;
H_RF12=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase2(index))*H5 + sin(slicephase2(index))*H5i)/2;
H_RF13=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase3(index))*H6 + sin(slicephase3(index))*H6i)/2;
H_RF14=sliceamp2(index)*maxamp2*2*pi* ...
(cos(slicephase4(index))*H7 + sin(slicephase4(index))*H7i)/2;
operator = expm ( -i * (HRF1 + HRF2 + HRF3 + HRF4 + HRF5 + HRF6 +
H_RF7 + HRF8 + HRF9 + HRF10+ HRF11 + HRF12 + HRF12 +
H_RF13 + HRF14) * slicelengthl(index) ) * operator;
cumul-phase(index)=2*phase(operator(1,1)); X is in radians
end;
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Appendix B
Pulse sequence for Grover's
algorithm on a spin-3/2 system
Detailed pulse-sequence for implementing all the four cases of the two-qubit Grover's algo-
rithm on a spin-3/2 system.
X File: cstest4.c
% Author: Matthias Steffen <msteffensnowmass.stanford.edu>
X modified by Murali Kota
% Pulse sequence for 2 qubit Grover on Spin-3/2 system
#include <standard.h>
#include "csframe4.c"
mypulsesequence ()
{
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[1],SETGATEMODE,160,SET_XGMODE_VALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[2],SETGATEMODE,160,SET_XGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[3],SETGATEMODE,160,SETXGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
/*SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[4],SETGATEMODE,160,SET_XGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);*/
updt-interfiddelay(1.0*INOVASTDAPBUSDELAY);
status(A); X Delay introduced for thermalization
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delay(dl);
status(B); % Temporal Labelling
if (ttype==O){}
if (ttype==1){
XP(3,2);XP(2,2);XP(3,2);}
status (C);
if (ctype==1){
% Superposition of all the four states
YP(2,-2); % Hadamard on qubit 1
ZP(1,2);
YP(1,1);
ZP(3,2);
YP(3,-1);
YP(2,2);
ZP(1,2); % Hadamard on qub
YP(1,1);
ZP(3,2);
YP(3,1);
% Gover sequence starts here
if(ftype==1) {ZP(1,3); ZP(2,-2); ZP(3,1);}
if(ftype==2) {ZP(1,-1); ZP(2,-2); ZP(3,1);}
if(ftype==3) {ZP(1,1); ZP(2,-2); ZP(3,-1);}
if(ftype==4) {ZP(1,1); ZP(2,-2); ZP(3,3);}
ZP (1, 2);
YP (1, 1);
ZP(3,2);
YP(3,1);
it 2
% Search case x_0 = 3
% Search case x_0 = 2
% Search case x_0 = 1
% Search case x_0 = 0
% Hadamard on qubit 2
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% Hadamard on qubit 1YP (2, -2);
ZP(1,2);
YP(1,1);
ZP(3,2);
YP(3,-1);
YP(2,2);
ZP(1,1); ZP(2,-2); ZP(3,3); % Inversion about the average
X Hadamard on qubit 2ZP(1,2);
YP (1, 1);
ZP(3,2);
YP(3,1);
YP (2, -2);
ZP(1,2);
YP(1,1);
ZP(3,2);
YP(3,-1);
YP(2,2) ;}
% Hadamard on qubit 1
if (etype==O)f{
}
if (etype==1){
XP (1, 1); }
if (etype==2){
XP(2,1) ;}
if (etype==3){
XP(3,1) ;}
if (etype==4){
XP(2,2) ;}
if (etype==5){
% Density matrix reconstruction
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XP(3,2); YP(2,2);}}
B.1 Grover Framework
% File: csframe4.c
% Date: May-02
% Author: Matthias Steffen <msteffen~snowmass.stanford.edu
VARIABLE DECLARATION
#include <stdio.h>
double pw,pl;
double tpower , dpower, dpower2, dpower3;
double tpowerf1,dpowerf1,dpower2f1,dpower3f1;
double tpowerf2,dpowerf2,dpower2f2,dpower3f2;
int phta,phtb,phtc,etype,ptype,ctype, ftype,duimmy;
double typephase [3];
double dof;
double x,y,z;
FILE *outfile,*input;
char *shape, cmd [1024];
char exppath [MAXSTR];
char filename [MAXSTR];
PULSE STATEMENTS DEFINITIONS
#define PHX v4
#define PHY v5 /* note: v5 = 270, v7 = 90 see below */
#define PHmX v6
#define PHmY v7
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#define t rof2length /* between 0.0 and 1.0 i.e. 0.0 and rof2 */
#define s rofllength /* between 0.0 and 1.0 i.e. 0.0 and rofi */
User Defined Functions, which keep track of the phasing of
the spin frame
double calcnewphase(double phasing)
{
double newphase=0.0;
int newphaseint=o;
newphase=phasing;
newphaseint=(int) newphase/360;
newphase=newphase-newphaseint*360;
if (newphase<0) newphase=newphase+360;
return newphase;
}
void ZP(int spintypel, double angle)
{
angle=angle;
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
typephase[0] = typephase[0] - angle*90.0;
typephase[1] = typephase[1] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
break; }
case 2: {
typephase[0] = typephase[0] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
typephase[l] = typephase[l] - angle*90.0;
typephase[2] = typephase[2] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
break; }
case 3: {
typephase[l] = typephase[l] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
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typephase[2] = typephase[21 - angle*90.0;
break; }
}
}
XP(int spintype, double angle) calculates the correct phases necessary,
keeps track of time, sets the powerlevel according to what needs to be
executes (i.e. pi or pi/2 pulse)
the 'angle' allows us to define a pi or pi/2 pulse; angle=1 means pi/2
pulse around PHX, while angle means pi pulse around PHX. The negative
values of angle just mean a rotation around the opposite axis (PHmX)
void XP(int spintypel,int angle)
{
1.75e-6 is the PRE shaped pulse delay
0.45e-6 is the POST shaped pulse delay
Another 0.5e-6 come in whenever we set the phase (dcplr2phase)
Timecounter below increments by delay due to phase setting, PRE
shaped pulse delay and rof 1
double phaseusedl=.*,phase**used2=**.0;
double phaseused3=0.0,phase-used4=0.0;
if(abs(angle)==2) {
obspower(tpower+6);
decpower(dpower+6);
decpwrf (dpowerf2);
dec2power (dpower2+6);
dec2pwrf (dpower2f 2);
phaseusedi = 8.2162/90.0; /* pi on right line */
phaseused2 = 22.1620/90.0;
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phase-used3 = 11.0810/90.0;
phase-used4 = 12.583/90.0; /* pi on center */
}
if (abs(angle)==1) {
obspower(tpower);
decpower(dpower);
decpwrf(dpowerf1);
dec2power(dpower2);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f1);
phase-usedl = 2.0512/90.0; /* pi/2 on right line */
phase-used2 = 5.5234/90.0;
phase-used3 = 2.7616/90.0;
phase-used4 = 3.1375/90.0;
}
shape="gauss.RF
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
obsstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[0])); xmtrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) shaped.pulse(shape,pw,PHX,rof1,rof2);
else shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,-phase-used3);
ZP(2,-phase-used2);
ZP(3,-phase-usedl);
break; }
case 2: {
decstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[1])); dcplrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) decshaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else decshapedpulse(shape,pw,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase.used4+180.0);
ZP(3,-phase-used4+180.0);
break; }
case 3: {
dec2stepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[2])); dcplr2phase(t12);
if (angle>O) dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase-usedl);
ZP(2,phase-used2);
ZP(3,phase-used3);
break; }
XP(int spintype, double angle) calculates the correct phases necessary,
keeps track of time, sets the powerlevel according to what needs to be
executes (i.e. pi or pi/2 pulse)
the 'angle' allows us to define a pi or pi/2 pulse; angle=1 means pi/2
pulse around PHX, while angle means pi pulse around PHX. The negative
values of angle just mean a rotation around the opposite axis (PHmX)
void XP1(int spintypel,int angle)
{
1.75e-6 is the PRE shaped pulse delay
0.45e-6 is the POST shaped pulse delay
Another 0.5e-6 come in whenever we set the phase (dcplr2phase)
Timecounter below increments by delay due to phase setting, PRE
shaped pulse delay and rof 1
double phaseusedl=O.0,phaseused2=.0;
double phase-used3=0.0,phase-used4=0.0;
if(abs(angle)==2) {
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obspower(tpower+6);
decpower(dpower+6);
decpwrf(dpowerf2);
dec2power(dpower2+6);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f2);
phase-usedl = 8.2162/90.0; /* pi on right line */
phase-used2 = 22.1620/90.0;
phase-used3 = 11.0810/90.0;
phase-used4 = 12.583/90.0; /* pi on center */
}
if(abs(angle)==1) {
obspower(tpower);
decpower(dpower);
decpwrf(dpowerf1);
dec2power(dpower2);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f1);
phase-usedl = 2.0512/90.0; /* pi/2 on right line */
phase-used2 = 5.5234/90.0;
phase-used3 = 2.7616/90.0;
phase-used4 = 3.1375/90.0;
}
shape="gauss.RF"; X Shape of the pulse selected library
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
obsstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[0])); xmtrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) shaped-pulse(shape,pl,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else shaped.pulse(shape,pl,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,-phase-used3);
ZP(2,-phaseused2);
ZP(3,-phaseused1);
break; }
case 2: {
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decstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[1])); dcplrphase(t12);
if (angle>O) decshaped-pulse(shape,pl,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else decshaped-pulse(shape,pl,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase-used4+180.0);
ZP(3,-phase-used4+180.0);
break; }
case 3: {
dec2stepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[2])); dcplr2phase(t12);
if (angle>O) dec2shapedpulse(shape,pl,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pl,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phaseusedl);
ZP(2,phaseused2);
ZP(3,phase-used3);
break; }
void YP(int spintypel,int angle)
{
1.75e-6 is the PRE shaped pulse delay
0.45e-6 is the POST shaped pulse delay
Another 0.5e-6 come in whenever we set the phase (dcplr2phase)
Timecounter below increments by delay due to phase setting, PRE
shaped pulse delay and rof 1
double phase*usedl=O,phaseused2=00;
double phaseused3=0.0,phase-used4=0.0;
if(abs(angle)==2) {
obspower(tpower+6);
decpower (dpower+6);
decpwrf (dpowerf2);
dec2power(dpower2+6);
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dec2pwrf(dpower2f2);
phase-usedl = 8.2162/90.0; /* pi on right line */
phase-used2 = 22.1620/90.0;
phase-used3 = 11.0810/90.0;
phase-used4 = 12.583/90.0; /* pi on center */
}
if(abs(angle)==1) {
obspower(tpower);
decpower(dpower);
decpwrf(dpowerf1);
dec2power(dpower2);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f1);
phase-usedl = 2.0512/90.0; /* pi/2 on right line */
phase-used2 = 5.5234/90.0;
phaseused3 = 2.7616/90.0;
phase-used4 = 3.1375/90.0;
}
shape=" gauss.RF
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
obsstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[0])); xmtrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHY,rofl,rof2);
else shapedpulse(shape,pw,PHmY,rofi,rof2);
ZP(1,-phaseused3);
ZP(2,-phase-used2);
ZP(3,-phase-usedl);
break; }
case 2: {
decstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[1])); dcplrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) decshaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHY,rofl,rof2);
else decshaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmY,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase.used4+180.0);
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ZP(3,-phase used4+180.0);
break; }
case 3: {
dec2stepsize (calcnewphase (typephase [2])); dcplr2phase(t12);
if (angle>O) dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHY,rof1,rof2);
else dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmY,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase-usedl);
ZP(2,phase-used2);
ZP(3,phase-used3);
break; }
}
}
void CP(int spintype){
XP(spintype,1);
YP(spintype,-2);
XP(spintype,1); }
void EIT({
decpower(ftype);
gensim2shaped-pulse("gauss.RF","gauss.RF",pw,pw,PHX,PHX,rofl,rof2,
0.0,0.0,OBSch,DECch); }
START PULSE SEQUENCE
pulsesequence()
{
LOAD VARIABLES
pw=getval(pw*);
pl=getval("pl");
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dof=getval("dof");
tpower=getval("tpwr");
dpower=getval("dpwr");
dpower2=getval("dpwr2");
dpower3=getval("dpwr3");
dpowerf 1=getval(" dpowerf 1");
dpowerf2=getval(" dpowerf2");
dpower2f1=getval("dpower2f1");
dpower2f2=getval ("dpower2f2");
dummy=getval ("dummy ") ;
etype=getval ("etype") ;
ptype=getval("ptype");
ctype=getval ("ctype");
ftype=getval("ftype");
x=getval("x");
y=getval("y");
z=getval("z");
getstr("exppath", exppath);
experiment type
preparation type
computation type
generic real parameter
generic real parameter
generic real parameter
path where rp.m will be
REAL-TIME PHASE VARIABLES
assign(ct,vl);
assign(ct,v2);
assign(ct,v3);
assign(ct,v4);
assign(v4,v7);
incr(v7);
assign(v7,v6);
incr(v6);
assign(v6,v5);
/* controls phase tomography pulse spin a
/* controls phase tomography pulse spin b */
/* controls phase tomography pulse spin c */
/* x
/* y */
/* -x */
/* -y */
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*/
stored */
- - -.-I -- - - -" - __ - _- -- , - - -'. -4, , I NN w a mod" Ow
incr (v5) ;
assign(v4,oph); /x *
CARRIER OFFSETS
obsoffset(tof);
decoffset(dof);
dec2offset(dof2);
OUTPUT PRINTED TO SCREEN
printf (" [tom7homl]
printf(" etype=%d, ctype=%d, ftype=%d, ptype=%d.\n" ,etype, ctype,
ftype, ptype);
printf (" [tom7homl] ==========================================\n");
/* fflush(stdout); */
set timecounter to minus rof 1 minus the PRE pulse delay and the delay
for the phase to settle in (this is because of the way we increment
timecounter during the pulse statements above.
loadtable("tom3hom"); /* table just contains t12=1 */
FUNCTION CALL myfunction
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mypulsesequenceo;
decoffset(dof);
sprintf(filename,"Xs/rp.m",exppath);
outfile=fopen(filename, "w");
fprintf (outfile, "sd.rp=[Xf Xf Xf];\n", -calcnewphase(typephase[O]),
-calcnewphase (typephase [1]) , -calcnewphase (typephase [2]));
fclose(outfile);
typephase [0]=0; typephase [1] =0; typephase [2]=0;
}
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Appendix C
Lindblad equation for higher-order
spin systems
The simulation code for Lindblad equation based on the theoretical formulation developed
in chapter 4.
% Relaxation model for higher-order spin systems using Lindblad equation
X Authors: Ben Recht, Murali Kota and Hyung-Bin Son
% The details of the Lindblad formulation is given in chapter 4
X This simulation is the implementation of the theory developed
% in chapter 4
% rho - input and final density matrix for each pulse
% H - Hamiltonian active during the relaxation process
% T - time upto which we wish to relax our system
% numpts - for accuracy
function rho = relaxdens(rho, H, T, numpts)
% Number of points defines the accurracy of the recursive algorithm
% for solving differential equation (in our case Schrodinger equation)
% using Euler's method
if ~exist('numpt')
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numpts=1000;
end;
% The step size of the time in solving the Schrodinger equation using
% Euler's method
deltat = T/numpts;
hbar=1; X as the theorists like it
X transitions are numbered lowest to highest. the associated decay
% times are given by, times are in ms
T1_12=50; X T1 relaxation time for transition 1
Ti_23=100; % T1 relaxation time for transition 2
Ti_34=50; % T1 relaxation time for transition 3
% The equilibrium density matrix
X Feed in a valid density matrix and set T big enough (about 5*100)
X to find the density matrix reaching equilibrium
rhoeq-diag([4 3 2 1]/10);
% Now we can create the generators of the Lindblad equation:
% the associated constants are as derived in chapter 4
g1=1/T1_12;
g2=1/Tl23;
g3=1/T1_34;
q1=rho-eq(1,1);
q2=rho-eq(2,2);
q3=rho-eq(3,3);
q4=rhoeq(4,4);
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.1 - - I -- l-1-1--l ---, - I - --.-
bl=gl*q2/ql;
b2=g2*q3/q2;
b3=g3*q4/q3;
X and the corresponding Linblad operators in matrix from are given by
LO=zeros(4,4);
LO(1,2)=sqrt(gl);
LO(2, 1)=sqrt (b1);
LOLO = LO'*LO;
L1=zeros(4,4);
L1(2,3)=sqrt(g2);
L1(3,2)=sqrt(b2);
LL1 = L1'*L1;
L2=zeros(4,4);
L2(3,4)=sqrt(g3);
L2(4, 3)=sqrt (b3);
L2L2 = L2'*L2;
% Solving the Schrodinger equation using Euler's recursive
% iteration method
for k=1:numpts
rho = rho + ( -i* (H*rho - rho*H) - 0.5*LO'*LO*rho - 0.5*rho*LOLO
+ LO*rho*LO' - 0.5*L1L1*rho - 0.5*rho*L1L1 + L1*rho*L1' -
0.5*L2L2*rho - 0.5*rho*L2L2 + L2*rho*L2') *deltat;
end
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Appendix D
Simulation for Ramsey
interferometry
This appendix includes the matlab codes for plotting the simulated results for Ramsey
interferometry with the state |1).
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X plot the simulated results for the visibility with the state 11>
function anaV
X load the environment for some functions we use
quadmat;
% parameters
X probe field strength (in units of pi/2 pulses)
alen=1; % use one probe field strength
as(1)=3; % 3 pi/2
% b/a values
bathy=linspace(0, 7);
X run simulations
for n=1:alen;
Vthy(n,:) = eitsimulationbgta(acalib(as(n)),bcalib(bathy*as(n)));
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end;
% plot the results
plot(bathy, Vthy(1,:), 'b--');
axis([0 7 0 1]);
fontsize=16;
xlabel('b/a', 'FontSize' ,fontsize);
ylabel('Visibility' , 'FontSize' ,fontsize);
set(gca,'FontSize', fontsize);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X quadmat.m
X defines Hamiltonians for the spin 7/2 system
% sig-x operators
global H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7
% sig-y operators
global Hii H2i H3i H4i H5i H6i H7i
% thermal population
global rit
rit=diag([0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7]);
H1=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 00 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 00 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 00 0 0 00 0;];
Hli=[o -i 0 0 0 0 0 0; i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H2=[0 0 0 0 0 0 00; 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 00 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H2i=[0 0 0 0 0 0 00; 0 0 -i 0 0 0 0 0; 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H3=[0 0 0 0 0 0 00; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
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H3i=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 -i 0 0 0 0; 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0;
0 00 0 0 0 0 0; 0 00 0 0 00 0; 0 0 0 0 00 0 0; 0 00 0 0 00 0;];
H4=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H4i=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 -i 0 0 0;
0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H5=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 00 1 0 0 0; 00 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H5i=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 -i 0 0; 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H6=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;];
H6i=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 00 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 00 0 0 -i 0; 0 0 0 00 i 0 0; 0 00 0 0 00 0;];
H7=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1; 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0;];
H7i=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -i; 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0;];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calculate the visibility of the state 1i>
% at the probe field stength a and the control field
% strengths given in bArray.
function vis = eitsimulationbgta(a,bArray);
% the angle theta required for calculating visibility
thetaArray= [0 2];
for bIndex=1:length(bArray);
X run the simulation with parameters
b=bArray(bIndex);
for thetaIndex=1:length(thetaArray)
theta=thetaArray(thetaIndex);
p(thetaIndex)=eit-bgta(a,b,theta);
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end;
X calculate the visibility
Imax(bIndex)=max(p);
Imin(bIndex)=min(p);
vis(bIndex)=(Imax(bIndex)-Imin(bIndex))/(Imax(bIndex)+Imin(bIndex));
end;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Simulate the readout peak for
% the Ramsey interferometry
% with the probe field strength a
X and the control field strength b.
% The phase of the dark state is theta.
function p=eit-beqa(a,b,theta)
X the Hadamard gate
H=Zq(3,2)*Yq(3,1);
X the phase for the dark state
PHT=Zq(3,theta);
% the EIT Hamiltonian
Heit=[0 b 0 0;b 0 a 0;0 a 0 0 ;0 0 0 0;]1/2*pi/2;
% temporal labeling.
denso(1,:,:)=diag([4 3 2 11/10);
denso(2,:,:)=diag([2 3 4 11/10);
X Hamiltonian for y-rotation
sig-y3 = [ 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 -i; 0 0 i 0];
X set where to apply the Lindblad relaxation
ideal=1; idealeit=0;
% the length of the pulses (ms)
TQ = .62;
% the length of the EIT evolution (ms)
Teit = 6;
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% nomalization factor for the readout
pO= .5/10;
for labeling = 1:1
% get initial density matrix
dens=squeeze(densO(labeling,:,:));
% apply the Hadamard gate
if ideal==1
dens=Yq(3,1)*dens*Yq(3,1)';
elseif ideal==0
dens=relaxdens( dens, sig-y3*pi/2/2 /TQ, TQ);
end;
U =PHT*Zq(3,2); % finish the Hadamard and add phase to the dark state.
dens=U*dens*U';
% apply the EIT Hamiltonian
if idealeit==1
dens=expm(-i*Heit)*dens*expm(i*Heit);
elseif idealeit==0
dens=relaxdens( dens, Heit/Teit, Teit);
end;
% apply the Hadamard gate
if ideal==1
dens=Yq(3,1)*dens*Yq(3,1)';
elseif ideal==0
dens=relaxdens( dens, sig-y3*pi/2/2 /TQ, TQ);
end;
U =Zq(3,2);
dens=U*dens*U';
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X apply the readout pulses
dens3 = Xq(3,1)*dens*Xq(3,1)';
p3(labeling)=imag(dens3(3,4));
if theta==2
X this is the factor due to the RF inhomogenity
p3 = p3*.84;
end;
end;
Xreadout of the peak
p3=mean(p3)/p0;
p=p3+1;
D.1 Pulse sequence for EIT in the strong control field limit
This appendix describes the pulse sequence for the visibility and density matrix evolution
in the strong control field limit.
% Author: M. Steffen <msteffen~snowmass.stanford.edu>
X Hyungbin Son <being@mit.edu>
X Murali Kota <murali~media.mit.edu>
% Pulse sequence for EIT experiment in the strong control field limit
% XP, YP and ZP represent the pulse corresponding x,y and z-rotations
X For example, XP(i, theta) is the x-rotation on the ith transition with
X a power corresponding to (theta * pi/2) pulses.
% First transition : 13> <-> 12>
% Second transition : 12> <-> |1>
X Third transtion : li> <-> IR>
#include <standard.h>
#include "csframeeit4.c"
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mypulsesequence()
{
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[1],SET_GATE_MODE,160,SETXGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[2],SET_GATEMODE,160,SETXGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[3],SETGATEMODE,160,SETXGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[4],SETGATEMODE,160,SETXGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
updt-interfiddelay(1.0*INOVASTDAPBUSDELAY);
status(A);
delay(dl);
status(B);
if(ptype==0) {}
if(ptype==1) {
XP(1,2);XP(2,2);XP
if(ptype==2) {
XP(1,2);
% Delay between experiments for thermalization
% Temporal labeling
% Thermal state
% With populations of 11> and 13> interchanged,
(1,2);X Used when running EIT for visibility
% With populations of 12> and 13> interchanged
% Used when running EIT for density matrix evolution
status(C);
if (etype==00) { % 1. If running EIT for visibility
% in the strong control field limit,
YP(3,1); ZP(3,2); % Hadamard in the |R> and 11> basis
ZP(3, zangle); % The z-rotation for the phase for Ramsey
EIT(tangle, dangle);X 'tangle' specifies the control field strength and
% 'dangle' specifies the probe field strength
YP(3,1); ZP(3,2); % Hadamard in the IR> and |1> basis
XP(final,1); % 'final' specifies the transition to readout
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if (etype==1) {XP(1,2);}
if (etype==2) {XP(2,2);}
if (etype==3) {XP(3,2);}
(etype==21)
(etype==22)
(etype==23)
(etype==24)
{XP(3,1);
{YP(3,1);
{YP(3,1);
{YP(3,1);
if (etype==4) {
EIT(tangle, dangle);}
X 2. If running power calibration
% pi pulse calibration on transition 1
% pi pulse calibration on transition 2
X pi pulse calibration on transition 3
}% 3. Four tests in RF inhomogenity
YP(3,1); XP(3,1); }
YP(3,1); ZP(3,2); XP(3,1); }
ZP(3,2); YP(3,1); XP(3,1); }
% 4. If running EIT for density matrix evolution
D.2 Pulse sequence for EIT using coherent dark states
Pulse sequence for creating coherent dark states and testing visibility using Ramsey inter-
ferometry.
% File: cseitnew7.c
X Author: Murali Kota <murali~media.mit.edu>
X Matthias Steffen <msteffen@snowmass.stanford.edu>
% Pulse sequence for EIT with coherent dark states
#include <standard.h>
#include "csframeeit4.c"
mypulsesequence()
{
SetRFChanAttr(RF_Channel[1],SET_GATEMODE,160,SET_XGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr (RFChannel [2] ,SETGATEMODE, 160, SETXGMODEALUE, 0, NULL);
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____-
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[3],SETGATEMODE,160,SETXGMODE_VALUE,0,NULL);
SetRFChanAttr(RFChannel[4],SET_GATEMODE,160,SET_XGMODEVALUE,0,NULL);
updt-interfiddelay(1.0*INOVASTD_APBUSDELAY);
% Delay between experiments for thermalization
status(B);
if(ptype==0) {} % Temporal
if (ptype==1)
{XP(3,2);XP(2,2);XP(3,2);}
status(C);
if (ctype==1){
YP(1,1); XP(2,1); XP(3,2);
ZP(3,atype); % The following
ZP(1,atype);
status(D); % EIT st
if (ftype==0) {}
if (ftype==1) {
EIT(eittype); X eittype speci
XP(3,2); % This is Hadam
XP(2,1);
YP(1,-1); ZP(3,2); ZP(2,4); ZP(1,2);
XP(2,1);
XP(3,2);
ZP(1,3);
labeling, thermal state
With populations of -1/2 and 3/2
levels interchanged
X Superposition of IR>/sqrt(2)+(|1>-13>)/2
Creates superposition of
IR>/sqrt(2)+(|1>-13>)/2
Z-rotations induced the phase for Ramsey
arts here
fies the power of b
ard in IR> and I\psi_{dark}> basis
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status(A);
delay(dl);
ZP(2,2);
ZP(3,1);} % H runs upto here, after quite some work
if(etype==O){ % Density matrix reconstruction
}
if (etype==1){
XP (1, 1);}
if (etype==2){
XP(2,1) ;}
if (etype==3){
XP(3,1) ;}
if (etype==4){
XP(2,2) ;}
if (etype==5){
XP(3,2); YP(2,2);}
}
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Appendix E
EIT Framework
This appendix deals with the framework used for EIT experiments.
X File:
X Date:
X Author:
csframeeit4.c
May-02
Matthias Steffen <msteffen~snowmass.stanford.edu
Modified by Murali Kota <muralifmedia.mit.edu>
VARIABLE DECLARATION
#include <stdio.h>
double pw,pl;
double tpower, dpower, dpower2, dpower3;
double tpowerf , dpowerf;
double tpowerf 1, dpowerf 1, dpower2f 1, dpower3f 1;
double tpowerf2,dpowerf2,dpower2f2,dpower3f2;
double tangle, dangle;
int phta,phtb,phtc,etype,ptype,ctype,ftype,dummy;
double eittype;
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double atype;
double typephase[3];
double dof;
double x,y,z;
char *binshape[128];
FILE *outfile,*input;
char *shape,cmd[1024];
char exppath [MAXSTR];
char filename [MAXSTR];
PULSE STATEMENTS DEFINITIONS
#define PHX v4
#define PHY v5 /* note: v5 = 270, v7 = 90 see below */
#define PHmX v6
#define PHmY v7
#define t rof2length /* between 0.0 and 1.0 i.e. 0.0 and rof2 */
#define s rofilength /* between 0.0 and 1.0 i.e. 0.0 and rofi */
User Defined Functions, which keep track of the phasing of
the spin frame
double calcnewphase(double phasing)
double newphase=0.0;
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int newphaseint=0;
newphase=phasing;
newphaseint=(int) newphase/360;
newphase=newphase-newphaseint*360;
if (newphase<0) newphase=newphase+360;
return newphase;
}
void ZP(int spintypel, double angle)
{
angle=angle;
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
typephase[O] = typephase[0] - angle*90.0;
typephase[l] = typephase[1] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
break; }
case 2: {
typephase[0] = typephase[O] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
typephase[1] = typephase[1] - angle*90.0;
typephase[2] = typephase[2] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
break; }
case 3: {
typephase[l] = typephase[l] + 0.5*angle*90.0;
typephase[2] = typephase[2] - angle*90.0;
break; }
XP(int spintype, double angle) calculates the correct phases necessary,
keeps track of time, sets the powerlevel according to what needs to be
executes (i.e. pi or pi/2 pulse)
the 'angle' allows us to define a pi or pi/2 pulse; angle=1 means pi/2
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pulse around PHX, while angle means pi pulse around PHX. The negative
values of angle just mean a rotation around the opposite axis (PHmX)
void XP(int spintypel,int angle)
{
1.75e-6 is the PRE shaped pulse delay
0.45e-6 is the POST shaped pulse delay
Another 0.5e-6 come in whenever we set the phase (dcplr2phase)
Timecounter below increments by delay due to phase setting, PRE
shaped pulse delay and rof1
double phaseusedl=0.0,phase-used2=0.0;
double phaseused3=0.0,phaseused4=0.0;
if(abs(angle)==2) {
obspower(tpower+6);
decpower(dpower+6);
decpwrf(dpowerf2);
dec2power(dpower2+6);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f2);
phaseused1 = 8.2162/90.0; /* pi on right line */
phaseused2 = 22.1620/90.0;
phaseused3 = 11.0810/90.0;
phaseused4 = 12.583/90.0; /* pi on center */
}
if(abs(angle)==1) {
obspower(tpower);
decpower(dpower);
decpwrf(dpowerf1);
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dec2power(dpower2);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f1);
phase-usedl = 2.0512/90.0; /* pi/2 on right line */
phase-used2 = 5.5234/90.0;
phase-used3 = 2.7616/90.0;
phase-used4 = 3.1375/90.0;
}
shape="gauss.RF";
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
obsstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[0])); xmtrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmX,rof1,rof2);
ZP(1,-phase-used3);
ZP(2,-phase-used2);
ZP(3,-phase-usedl);
break; }
case 2: {
decstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[1])); dcplrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) decshapedpulse(shape,pw,PHX,rofl,rof2);
else decshaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase-used4+180.0);
ZP(3,-phase-used4+180.0);
break; }
case 3: {
dec2stepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[2])); dcplr2phase(t12);
if (angle>0) dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHX,rof1,rof2);
else dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmX,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase.usedl);
ZP(2,phase.used2);
ZP(3,phase-used3);
break; }
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}XP(int spintype, double angle) calculates the correct phases necessary,
keeps track of time, sets the powerlevel according to what needs to be
executes (i.e. pi or pi/2 pulse)
the 'angle' allows us to define a pi or pi/2 pulse; angle=1 means pi/2
pulse around PHX, while angle means pi pulse around PHX. The negative
values of angle just mean a rotation around the opposite axis (PHmX)
void YP(int spintypel,int angle)
{
1.75e-6 is the PRE shaped pulse delay
0.45e-6 is the POST shaped pulse delay
Another 0.5e-6 come in whenever we set the phase (dcplr2phase)
Timecounter below increments by delay due to phase setting, PRE
shaped pulse delay and rof 1
double phaseusedl=.0,phase* *used2=**.0;
double phase-used3=0.0,phaseused4=0.0;
if(abs(angle)==2) {
obspower(tpower+6);
decpower (dpower+6);
decpwrf (dpowerf 2);
dec2power (dpower2+6);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f2);
phase-usedl = 8.2162/90.0; /* pi on right line */
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phase-used2 = 22.1620/90.0;
phase-used3 = 11.0810/90.0;
phase-used4 = 12.583/90.0; /* pi on center */
}
if(abs(angle)==1) {
obspower(tpower);
decpower(dpower);
decpwrf(dpowerf1);
dec2power(dpower2);
dec2pwrf(dpower2f1);
phase-usedl = 2.0512/90.0; /* pi/2 on right line */
phase-used2 = 5.5234/90.0;
phase-used3 = 2.7616/90.0;
phase-used4 = 3.1375/90.0;
}
shape="gauss.RF";
switch(spintypel) {
case 1: {
obsstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[o])); xmtrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHY,rof1,rof2);
else shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmY,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,-phase-used3);
ZP(2,-phase-used2);
ZP(3,-phase-usedl);
break; }
case 2: {
decstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[1])); dcplrphase(t12);
if (angle>0) decshaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHY,rofl,rof2);
else decshaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmY,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase-used4+180.0);
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ZP(3,-phase-used4+180.0);
break; }
case 3: {
dec2stepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[2])); dcplr2phase(t12);
if (angle>0) dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHY,rofl,rof2);
else dec2shaped-pulse(shape,pw,PHmY,rofl,rof2);
ZP(1,phase-usedl);
ZP(2,phase-used2);
ZP(3,phase-used3);
break; }
}
}
void CP(int spintype){
XP(spintype,1);
YP(spintype,-2);
XP(spintype,1);
}
void EIT(double lvl){ % eittype is used here, to set the
X power for the pulse
if(1){ % increasing eittype increase b/a
decstepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[1])); dcplrphase(t12);
dec2stepsize(calcnewphase(typephase[2])); dcplr2phase(t12);
}
decpower(dpower);
decpwrf(160);
dec2power(dpower2);
dec2pwrf(174*lvl);
gensim2shaped-pulse("gauss.RF","gauss.RF",pl,pl,PHX,PHX,rofl,rof2,
0.0,0.0,DECch,DEC2ch);
}
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START PULSE SEQUENCE
pulsesequence()
{
LOAD VARIABLES
pw=getval("pw");
pl=getval("pl");
dof=getval("dof");
tpower=getval("tpwr");
dpower=getval("dpwr");
dpower2=getval("dpwr2");
dpower3=getval("dpwr3");
tpowerf=getval("tpowerf");
dpowerf=getval("dpowerf");
dpowerf i=getval("dpowerf 1");
dpowerf2=getval("dpowerf2");
dpower2f1=getval("dpower2f1");
dpower2f2=getval("dpower2f2");
tangle=getval("tangle");
dangle=getval("dangle");
getstr("binshape",binshape);
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dummy=getval ("dummy");
etype=getval ("etype") ;
ptype=getval("ptype'");
ctype=getval ("ctype");
ftype=getval("ftype");
eittype=getval("eittype");
atype=getval ("atype");
x=getval("x");
y=getval("y");
z=getval("z");
getstr("exppath",exppath);
/* experiment type
/* preparation type
/* computation type
generic real parameter
generic real parameter
generic real parameter
/* path where rp.m will be stored */
REAL-TIME PHASE VARIABLES
assign(ct,vl);
assign(ct,v2);
assign(ct,v3);
assign(ct,v4);
assign(v4,v7);
incr(v7);
assign(v7,v6);
incr(v6);
assign(v6,v5);
incr(v5);
assign(v4,oph);
controls phase tomography pulse
controls phase tomography pulse
controls phase tomography pulse
x
y */
/* -x
/* -y */
/* x
CARRIER OFFSETS
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spin a
spin b */
spin c
obsoffset(tof);
decoffset(dof);
dec2offset(dof2);
OUTPUT PRINTED TO SCREEN
printf (" [tom7homl]- ==============================-------- ;
printf(" etype=Xd, ctype=%d, ftype=%d, ptype=%d.\n",etype,
ctype, ftype, ptype);
printf (" [tom7homl]-=====================================n")-
/* fflush(stdout); */
set timecounter to minus rof1 minus the PRE pulse delay and the delay
for the phase to settle in (this is because of the way we increment
timecounter during the pulse statements above.
loadtable("tom3hom"); /* table just contains t12=1 */
FUNCTION CALL myfunction
mypulsesequenceo;
decoffset(dof);
sprintf(filename, "Xs/rp.m",exppath);
outfile=fopen(filename, "w");
fprintf(outfile, "sd.rp=[Xf %f %f];\n", -calcnewphase(typephase[0]),
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-calcnewphase (typephase [1]) , -calcnewphase (typephase [2]));
f close (outf ile);
typephase [0]=0; typephase [1]=0; typephase [21=0;
}
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